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ABSTRACT
An ever larger share of organizations depend on knowledge for success, and
consequently knowledge is today considered a critical source of value creation,
and oftentimes the most important strategic resource in work organizations.
This resource can, however, only be utilized if individuals contribute their
knowledge to others; and hence, knowledge sharing has been recognized as a
critical employee behavior in knowledge-based organizations. While it is
collectively desirable to actively share knowledge, this may be dilemmatic for
an individual. Knowledge sharing is a discretionary behavior, and one that
may entail risks and costs for the individual. Hence, the aim of the present
study was to shed light on the predictors of knowledge sharing with a focus on
motivation to share, and its quality. The quality aspect of motivation has not
been well covered in the research to date. Furthermore, unlike prior studies,
which have predominantly treated knowledge sharing as a single generic
behavior, the present study conceptualized knowledge sharing as a range of
context-embedded behaviors. As a research framework the study applied the
model of knowledge sharing motivation by Gagné (2009), which combines two
major theories of human behavior, the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and
Self-Determination Theory (SDT). The former seeks to explain specific
behaviors, while the latter stresses the quality of motivation.
More specifically the aims were as follows. Study I aimed to identify the
shared behavioral beliefs underlying two specific behaviors, knowledge
sharing in work meetings and knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions, and to establish their predictive utility. Study II aimed to
examine, how the different qualities of motivation, as per SDT, were
differentially predictive of knowledge sharing and its quality, and how they
were reflected on knowledge withholding. Study III aimed to empirically test
the model of knowledge sharing motivation by applying it to knowledge
sharing in work meetings, while Study IV aimed to investigate whether the
model could be applied to knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions.
In terms of methods, the study included both a qualitative belief elicitation
study (n=18), and a survey based quantitative study that applied a prospective
design (T1 n=200; T2 n=95). The data was collected online from a Finnish
public sector expert organization, whose all operations rely on knowledge, and
whose all employees are highly educated experts. Datasets from T1 and T2
were matched, and statistical methods (MANOVA) used to ensure no
differences between them. Studies I and II applied a cross-sectional, and
Studies III and IV a prospective design.
Study I established that the outcome beliefs were slightly different for the
two investigated behaviors, reflecting the different situational objectives. As
regards work meetings, participants expected their knowledge sharing to
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improve the quality of the meetings. As regards informal personal interactions,
they expected their knowledge sharing to foster a climate of sharing and
caring. Study I further established that outcome beliefs (attitudes), subjective
norms, and perceived behavioral control predicted knowledge sharing
intentions, which, together with perceived behavioral control, predicted actual
knowledge sharing in work meetings (R2=.55), as hypothesized. Elicited
knowledge sharing barriers were influential through their suppressive impact
on perceived behavioral control as regards sharing in work meetings. The
results were similar for knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions,
save for non-significant subjective norms (R2=.32). Study II established that
identified regulation, the sense of personal importance and value congruence,
was the most important motivational quality to predict knowledge sharing in
work meetings. Intrinsic and introjected regulations were also positively
associated with knowledge sharing, but this association did not hold when all
regulations were in the model. Identified regulation was also the best predictor
of tacit knowledge sharing. Furthermore, external regulation to share was
positively, and identified regulation to share negatively associated with
knowledge withholding. Identified regulation was also the most important
motivational quality to predict knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions. Studies III and IV lent empirical support for the model of
knowledge sharing motivation. Attitudes, autonomous motivation, and
subjective norms all predicted knowledge sharing intentions, which predicted
knowledge sharing two months later (R2=.42; R2=.41). Psychological need
satisfaction predicted attitudes and autonomous motivation, in accordance
with the model. It was, however, further established that replacing
autonomous motivation with identified regulation, and establishing an
association between identified regulation and outcome beliefs (attitudes)
resulted in a better model. Then, however, identified regulation became the
only independent predictor of knowledge sharing intentions, and knowledge
sharing two months later.
This study was the first to evidence that identified regulation was the most
important motivational quality to predict knowledge sharing. It was also a
more important predictor than attitudes and subjective norms. This is an
important new finding, contributing therefore relevantly to the research of
knowledge sharing. It suggests that the sense of personal importance may be
a better predictor of sharing than enjoyment, or material and social rewards,
or attitudes and normative pressures. It was also established that the outcome
beliefs were slightly different as regards the two behaviors, lending some
support to the proposition that knowledge sharing is a context-embedded
behavior reflecting situational objectives and affordances. Future research
into knowledge sharing could benefit from adopting this position. The
elicitation study was further deemed an effective way to generate information
as regards prevailing outcome beliefs and barriers to knowledge sharing, and
while idiosyncratic to the context studied, such studies could relevantly
contribute to a better understanding of knowledge sharing.
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Yhä useamman organisaation menestys on tiedosta, tietämyksestä ja
osaamisesta (tämän jälkeen ”tieto”) riippuvaista. Tietoa voidaankin nykyisin
pitää keskeisenä arvonmuodostuksen lähteenä ja usein tärkeimpänä
strategisena voimavarana työorganisaatioissa. Sitä voi kuitenkin hyödyntää
vain, jos yksilöt jakavat tietoa ja siksi tiedon jakamista pidetään kriittisen
tärkeänä käyttäytymisenä osaamisintensiivisissä organisaatioissa. Vaikka
yhteisön kannalta on toivottavaa, että tietoa jaetaan aktiivisesti, yksilölle tämä
voi olla pulmallista. Yksilölle kyseessä on harkinnanvarainen käyttäytyminen,
johon voi liittyä riskejä ja kustannuksia. Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoituksena
olikin lisätä ymmärrystä tiedon jakamista ennustavista tekijöistä
kohdentamalla huomio eritoten motivaatioon ja sen laatuun. Motivaation
laatua ei ole aiemmassa tutkimuksessa katettu kovin hyvin. Tämän lisäksi ja
toisin kuin valtaosassa aiemmista tutkimuksista, joissa tiedon jakamista on
käsitelty yhtenä geneerisenä käyttäytymisenä, tässä tutkimuksessa se nähtiin
ryhmänä kontekstisidonnaisia käyttäytymisiä. Tutkimuksen viitekehyksenä
oli Gagnén (2009) tiedon jakamisen motivaation malli, joka yhdistää kaksi
suurta käyttäytymisteoriaa, suunnitellun käyttäytymisen teorian (TPB) ja
itsemääräämisteorian (SDT). Edellinen pyrkii selittämään spesifisiä
käyttäytymisiä, kun taas jälkimmäinen korostaa motivaation laatua.
Tutkimuksen tavoitteet olivat seuraavat. Osatutkimuksessa I pyrittiin
tunnistamaan tiedon jakamista koskevia jaettuja taustauskomuksia kahteen
eri käyttäytymiseen liittyen, tiedon jakamiseen toisaalta työkokouksissa ja
toisaalta epämuodollisissa vuorovaikutustilanteissa, sekä tutkia, miten hyvin
nämä ennustivat käyttäytymistä. Osatutkimuksen II tavoitteena oli tutkia,
miten SDT:n mukaiset motivaation eri laadut eri tavoin ennustivat tiedon
jakamista ja sen laatua, sekä miten ne heijastuivat tiedon panttaamiseen.
Osatutkimuksen III tavoitteena oli empiirisesti testata tiedon jakamisen
motivaation mallia soveltamalla sitä työkokouksiin, kun taas osatutkimus IV
pyrki tutkimaan, soveltuiko malli epämuodollisiin vuorovaikutustilanteisiin.
Menetelmällisesti tutkimus sisälsi sekä laadullisen uskomusten
elisitointitutkimuksen (n=18) että kvantitatiivisen, prospektiiviseen
kyselyaineistoon perustuvan tutkimuksen (T1 n=200; T2 n=95). Aineisto
kerättiin intranettiä hyödyntäen suomalaiselta julkisen sektorin
asiantuntijaorganisaatiolta, jonka toiminta perustuu tietoon ja jonka
työntekijät ovat korkeasti koulutettuja asiantuntijoita. Osa-aineistot T1 ja T2
yhdistettiin ja tilastomenetelmin (MANOVA) varmistettiin, ettei niiden välillä
ollut eroja. Osatutkimuksissa I ja II käytettiin poikkileikkauksellista ja
osatutkimuksissa III ja IV prospektiivista asetelmaa.
Osa-tutkimus I osoitti, että seuraususkomukset olivat hieman erilaisia
tutkittujen kahden käyttäytymisen osalta heijastaen tilannekohtaisia eroja.
Oman aktiivisen tiedon jakamisen työkokouksissa uskottiin parantavan
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kokouksen laaatua, kun sen epämuodollisissa vuorovaikutustilanteissa
ajateltiin vahvistavan jakamisen ja välittämisen ilmapiiriä. Osatutkimus I
osoitti lisäksi, että seuraususkomukset (asenteet), subjektiiviset normit ja
havaittu käyttäytymisen kontrolli ennustivat käyttäytymisaikomuksia, jotka
yhdessä havaitun käyttäytymisen kontrollin kanssa ennustivat tiedon
jakamista työkokouksissa (R2=.55), oletusten mukaisesti. Elisitoidut tiedon
jakamisen esteet vaikuttivat tiedon jakamiseen vähentämällä havaitun
käyttäytymisen kontrollin vaikutusta niihin. Tulokset olivat samansuuntaiset
koskien tiedon jakamista epämuodollisissa vuorovaikutustilanteissa,
poikkeuksena ei-merkitseviksi jääneet subjektiiviset normit (R2=.32).
Osatutkimus II osoitti, että tunne tekemisen henkilökohtaisesta tärkeydestä ja
arvoihin sopivuudesta, ns. samaistunut motivaatio (identified regulation),
ennusti parhaiten motivaation laaduista tiedon jakamista työkokouksissa.
Myös sisäinen (intrinsic) ja itseä arvottava (introjected) motivaatio olivat
positiivisessa yhteydessä tiedon jakamiseen, mutta yhteydet hävisivät eri
motivaatiolaatujen ollessa yhtä aikaa mallissa. Samaistunut motivaatio
ennusti parhaiten myös hiljaisen tiedon jakamista. Ulkoinen motivaatio
(external) jakaa tietoa korreloi positiivisesti ja samaistunut motivaatio
negatiivisesti tiedon panttaamisen kanssa. Samaistunut motivaatio ennusti
parhaiten eri motivaation laaduista myös tiedon jakamista epämuodollisissa
vuorovaikutustilanteissa. Osatutkimukset III ja IV antoivat empiiristä tukea
tiedon jakamisen motivaation mallille. Asenteet, autonominen motivaatio ja
subjektiiviset normit ennustivat tiedon jakamisen aikomuksia, jotka
puolestaan ennustivat tiedon jakamista kaksi kuukautta myöhemmin (R2=.42;
R2=.41). Psykologisten tarpeiden tyydyttäminen ennusti mallin mukaisesti
asenteita ja autonomista motivaatiota. Kun autonominen motivaatio
korvattiin samaistuneella motivaatiolla ja sen annettiin vapaasti korreloida
seuraususkomusten (asennemuuttuja) kanssa, malli parani. Tällöin kuitenkin
vain samaistunut motivaatio ennusti itsenäisesti tiedon jakamisen aikomuksia
ja kaksi kuukautta myöhemmin mitattua tiedon jakamista.
Tämä tutkimus oli ensimmäinen, joka osoitti samaistuneen motivaation
olevan tärkein motivaation laatu ennustettaessa tiedon jakamista. Se oli myös
asenteita ja subjektiivisia normeja tärkeämpi ennustaja. Löydös on uusi ja
tärkeä ja hyödyttää alan tutkimusta relevantisti. Se, että kokee tekemisen
henkilökohtaisesti tärkeäksi näyttäisi olevan parempi ennustaja kuin se, että
tekeminen on mieluisaa tai että uskoo siitä seuraavan materiaalisia tai
sosiaalisia palkintoja, tai että omaa positiivisen asenteen tai kokee
normatiivista painetta. Seuraususkomukset olivat myös hieman erilaisia
käyttäytymisestä riippuen, mikä tukee ajatusta siitä, että tiedon jakaminen on
kontekstisidonnaista heijastaen tilanteen ehtoja. Alan tutkimusta tämä
lähestymistapa voisi hyödyttää. Elisitaatiotutkimus osoittautui myös
tehokkaaksi tavaksi tuottaa informaatiota vallitsevista tiedon jakamista
koskevista seuraususkomuksista ja sen esteistä, ja vaikka ne pätevätkin vain
kulloinkin tutkittavassa kontekstissa, tällaiset tutkimukset voisivat
relevantilla tavalla lisätä ymmärrystä tiedon jakamisesta.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It is reasonable to propose that knowledge makes the world go around, at least
the Western world. Already in 2005 some 40% of the European workforce
(EU15) was employed in knowledge-based industries, and most of them in
knowledge-based services as opposed to manufacturing. Also, most job growth
in Europe takes place in knowledge-based industries (Brinkley & Lee, 2006).
This reflects the change in work organizations: an ever larger share of them
depend on knowledge for performance and effective operation, development
and innovation. Knowledge is today often perceived as the most important
strategic resource for an organization (McIver, Lengnick-Hall, Lengnick-Hall,
& Ramachandran, 2012) and a principle source of value creation and
competitive advantage (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Davenport & Prusak, 1998).
This has spurred interest in organizations to establish knowledge
management (KM) as a dedicated resource to handle and organize knowledge
related concerns (Dalkir, 2005), but over the past couple of decades it has also
grown into a vibrant research field (Serenko & Bontis, 2016). The key concern
for a knowledge-based organization is: how to make the best use of the
collective knowledge pool (Grant, 1996; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Initially
it tried to tackle this by means of ensuring ownership and control over its
knowledge resources by building systems and repositories where this resource
could be stored. This lead to tremendous capital expenditure in systems, but
did not improve knowledge processes as intended to, and over time it became
increasingly evident that the human component is crucially important for the
success of knowledge management (Á. Cabrera, Collins, & Salgado, 2006;
Scarbrough & Swan, 1999; Wang & Noe, 2010). While information can be
stored in systems, this does not guarantee that individuals contribute their
knowledge to systems, nor does it mean they use the knowledge stored by
others (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). Furthermore, it has also been recognized
that much of the more valuable, experiential knowledge is difficult to
document, which means that individuals must be brought together for
meaningful knowledge exchange to take place (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998;
Nonaka, 1994). It has also become clear that individuals must be willing to
share their knowledge for that knowledge to be of any benefit for the
organization. Hence, knowledge sharing has been recognized as a critical
employee behavior in knowledge intensive work organizations (Ipe, 2003). If
this critical behavior is challenged, the organization may not be able to
leverage its most important resource, its aggregate knowledge pool (Nahapiet
& Ghoshal, 1998; Sveiby, 2001). Consequently, understanding what drives
individual knowledge sharing has become an important research topic.
A large number of studies, across multiple disciplines and geographies,
have to date investigated predictors of knowledge sharing. Efforts have also
been made to accumulate findings (see e.g. Wang & Noe, 2010; Witherspoon,
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Bergner, Cockrell, & Stone, 2013). Drawing general conclusions is, however,
rather difficult for a number of reasons. First, knowledge sharing can mean
very many different things, as both knowledge and sharing are elusive
concepts. This is also evident in the multitude of different operationalizations.
Furthermore, few validated measures of knowledge sharing exist (Yi, 2009).
Second, while motivation to share knowledge has been investigated in prior
research, the quality of motivation to share has been rarely examined beyond
the traditional distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Stenius,
Hankonen, Ravaja, & Haukkala, 2016). Third, virtually all studies into
knowledge sharing are based on cross-sectional data implying research
designs, where present conditions predict past behavior.
This dissertation consists of four studies that investigated predictors of
individual knowledge sharing intentions and behavior. As a behaviour,
knowledge sharing was perceived as a desirable and a critically important
employee behavior from an organizational perspective, but dilemmatic and
largely discretionary for an individual. Sharing one’s hard-won expertise may
not in every instance be rational from an individual’s perspective, as it may
incur costs and risks (Milne, 2007; Riege, 2005). Hence, this study was based
on the assumption that knowledge sharing is reasoned action, and an
individual engages in it when he or she perceives it as meaningful behavior,
and thus the motivation to share, and in particular its quality, may be of crucial
importance. The overarching conceptual framework used was the Model of
Knowledge-Sharing Motivation by (Gagné, 2009), which combines two major
theories of human behavior, the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)(Ajzen,
1991), and Self-Determination Theory (SDT)(Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan & Deci,
2000a). A key element of the model is the quality of motivation. The study
thereby addressed a gap in prior research, which has not examined the full
range of motivational qualities. In accordance with TPB, the study focused on
specific knowledge sharing behaviors in two organizational contexts, one
pertaining to a more in-role behavior (knowledge sharing in work meetings)
and one to a fully voluntary, extra-role behavior (knowledge sharing in
informal personal interactions). Two more generic behaviors, tacit knowledge
sharing and knowledge withholding were also examined in one sub-study.
Furthermore, the study explored the underlying beliefs regarding knowledge
sharing through a qualitative belief elicitation study, introducing thereby a
novel approach to the study of knowledge sharing. Lastly, the study applied a
prospective design contributing relevantly to the present state of research,
which is essentially based on cross-sectional data.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE
Before discussing the rather complex and often ambiguous concept of
knowledge sharing, a natural starting point is to first appreciate the challenges
with defining knowledge on its own right. Whereas the concept of knowledge
has been subjected to philosophical inquiry for thousands of years, the focus
in this thesis is on knowledge in the context of contemporary knowledge
management, and how it is relevantly understood in the context of
organizational knowledge. It is noteworthy, however, that it is because of the
organizational imperative to understand knowledge processes that Asian
philosophies, with the help of influential Japanese scholars such as Ikujiro
Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi, have over the past couple of decades rather
powerfully entered the western knowledge management thinking and
practices.
A very commonly used definition of knowledge in the contemporary
literature is that of Davenport and Prusak (1998) who define it as
“a fluid mix of framed experiences, values, contextual information, and
expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and
incorporating new experiences and information. It originates and is
applied in the minds of knowers. In organizations, it often becomes
embedded not only in documents or repositories but also in
organizational routines, processes, practices, and norms”.
The definition elucidates the complex nature of knowledge but emphasizes
the role of an individual as the ultimate sense-maker. This is the position taken
in this thesis, albeit the individual is seen as an active participant embedded
in and influenced by his or her social environment. It is, however,
acknowledged that an approach to knowledge as an entity residing with
individuals, or in shared processes and repositories, is a contested one by those
who stress the dynamic elements of knowing. Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998)
clarify this by distinguishing between knowledge as an object and knowing as
“action or enactment in which progress is made through active engagement
with the world on the basis of a systematic approach to knowing”. Sveiby
(2001) defines knowledge as a capacity-to-act. For him knowledge is about
making sense and acting upon one’s knowledge. Similarly, Tsoukas (1996)
emphasizes the emergent property of knowledge in a firm: it is situational and
continually emerging, against the background of common understandings and
discursive practices.
The way knowledge is fundamentally conceptualized has bearing on how
organizational knowledge is understood, and ultimately how it is managed
(Alavi & Leidner, 2001). It is, however, noted that this thesis is more concerned
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with knowledge sharing as a behavioral act and choice, and less about the
nature of knowing. Hence, the epistemological aspects will be touched upon,
when relevant, but they are not a major concern. In order to place the
individual actions in the context of organizational priorities, knowledge
management and some major approaches to organizational knowledge are
briefly presented. This introduction seeks to shed light on the challenges that
organizations face, when they attempt to manage something as elusive as an
aggregate knowledge pool. Furthermore, this introduction aims to present the
platform that much of the current research into knowledge sharing rests upon.

2.1.1

MANAGING KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge management is the practice concerned with organizing, storing,
and enabling effective use of organizational knowledge, in order to achieve
organizational objectives (Davenport, 1994). Dalkir (2005) gives it a very
comprehensive definition as
“the deliberate and systematic coordination of an organizations’s
people, technology, processes, and organizational structure in order to
add value through reuse and innovation. This coordination is achieved
through creating, sharing, and applying knowledge as well as through
feeding the valuable lessons learned and best practices into corporate
memory in order to foster continued organizational learning”.
Upon the rise of increasingly knowledge intensive work environments,
much effort has been devoted to creating clarity around the types of knowledge
an organization may have (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Some of them are
introduced here as they have been quite influential on knowledge sharing
research. A common distinction is that made between data, information, and
knowledge (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Whereas information refers to raw data
turned into an understandable form, knowledge refers to a more analytical
form of knowing what the information means (Miller & Morris, 1999). The
distinction is often carried on to research, but some researchers still use them
interchangibly (Wang & Noe, 2010). It is noteworthy that while the English
word knowledge comprises “information, understanding, or skill that you get
from experience or education” (as per Merriam-Webster online dictionary),
many other languages, such as the Nordic languages, require two words to
capture knowing of and knowing how. This makes the accurate translation of
the word knowledge into a single word impossible in these languages. While
not a major concern, it presented a practical challenge also in the present
study. Closely related to this is the distinction often made in the knowledge
management literature between explicit and tacit knowledge. Drawing on
Polanyi (1962), Nonaka (1994) posited that explicit refers to knowledge that
can be verbalized and documented, whereas tacit knowledge refers to all the
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silent elements of knowing that are best learned in face-to-face interaction. He
further distinguished between individual and social knowledge, thereby
suggesting that knowledge may reside with individuals but also in actions and
interactions of a social collective (Nonaka, 1994). Spender (1996) proposed a
similar typology containing both individual and social forms of knowledge,
both of which could be explicit or implicit. Whereas Nonaka (1994) focused on
explaining how tacit knowledge could be transferred and converted into
explicit knowledge in social interaction, Spender (1996) emphasized the role
of implicit social knowledge, manifested in organizational culture and
practices, as the key strategic knowledge resource.
A further extension of the explicit-tacit distinction is that distinguishing
them further as know-what and know-how, which are sometimes referred to
as declarative and procedural knowledge, and furthermore as know-why, and
even sometimes know-whom, and know-where (e.g. Alavi & Leidner, 2001).
These distinctions have been important for knowledge sharing research as
they have been utilized in many operationalizations of knowledge sharing (e.g.
Bock & Kim, 2002; Chennamaneni, Teng, & Raja, 2011). A further typology is
that by Blackler (1995) who itemized the types of knowledge with an even finer
precision. He distinguished between five types of knowledge: embrained,
embodied, encultured, embedded, and encoded knowledge. Embrained
knowledge refers to conceptual and cognitive skills, embodied to experiencebased know-how, encultured knowledge to shared understandings, embedded
knowledge to organizational routines and practices, whereas encoded
knowledge refers to documented knowledge. This typology has been used at
least by Matzler, Renzl, Müller, Herting, and Mooradian (2008) in their
operationalization of knowledge sharing. Besides research, the way knowledge
is conceptualized has direct implications for knowledge management (for
more, see e.g. Alavi & Leidner, 2001). It is, however, noteworthy that the
approach to knowledge as something that can be relevantly characterized
along the suggested typologies has been contested (Tsoukas, 1996). Some have
even proposed that the division of knowledge into explicit and tacit
misrepresents what Polanyi initially meant, as all knowing requires a tacit
element (Crane & Bontis, 2014). The use of knowledge types as the basis for
operationalizing knowledge sharing was also questioned in the present study.
Knowledge tends to be a mix of various knowledge types (McIver et al., 2012),
and it may be difficult for a respondent to itemize, how much expertise,
experience-based knowledge, business knowledge, and so forth he or she
shared. In the present study knowledge sharing was conceptualized as contextembedded behavior, reflecting situational objectives and affordances.
While knowledge management has been concerned with the practices
relating to capturing, storing, and effectively utilizing knowledge in an
organization, another school of thought has focused on the aggregate of
knowledge resources, captured under a concept of intellectual capital (Hsu &
Sabherwal, 2012). Effectively synonymous with organizational knowledge
intellectual capital refers to “the knowledge and knowing capability of a social
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collectivity, such as an organization” (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). As
suggested by the label ‘capital’, the approach has focused on the value
embedded in various forms of knowledge resources, which in combination
form the platform for the development of new valuable knowledge (Hsu &
Sabherwal, 2012). Intellectual capital consists of three elements: human,
social, and structural capital (Bontis, 1999; Hsu & Sabherwal, 2012).
Structural knowledge capital refers to the wealth installed in systems and
repositories, but also to that embedded in established organizational routines
and practices that facilitate effective knowledge processes. Human capital
refers to the knowledge and capabilities, along with other human aspects
(commitment, motivation) that individuals bring to the organization. Lastly,
social capital refers to the value embedded in the networks and relations
individuals have within and outside the organization (Bontis, 1999; Hsu &
Sabherwal, 2012). A model that insightfully illustrates the three forms of
capital, and how intellectual capital is formed at their intersecting area, is that
by Otala and Ahonen (2005) (see Figure 1).

Figure 1

Intellectual capital (adapted from Otala & Ahonen, 2005)

The model also demonstrates that the critical knowledge resources an
organization deploys are neither owned nor easily controllable by the
organization (Bontis, 1999). To put it bluntly: in a knowledge-based
organization much of the knowledge (human capital) walks out the door at the
end of the work day, along with the value embedded in networks (social
capital). Without the two the organization is essentially left with its
repositories of information and policy guidelines. The crude oversight of the
human element for the critical knowledge processes might be why many
systems-driven approaches to knowledge management initially failed
(Scarbrough & Swan, 1999).
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2.1.2 THE IMPERATIVE TO COLLABORATE
Following logically from the premise that in a knowledge-based organization
value is created from knowledge, a major priority in the research has been to
conceptualize how new knowledge is created. The key observation of the
Japanese scholars was that Western organizations were focused on
information management, therefore investing heavily in storage and systems,
whereas the Japanese treated knowledge as primarily tacit and therefore
focused on interaction among individuals (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). In their
famous SECI-model they explain, how tacit knowledge is exchanged and made
explicit in interaction, whereafter it can be combined to new knowledge.
Possibly because of this influential model, it is commonly accepted today that
easily documentable knowledge is easily stored in systems while the more
valuable, experiential knowledge resides with individuals and their relations,
and is best exchanged in interaction. In a similar vein, Grant (1996) in his
contribution to the knowledge-based theory of the firm, stressed effective
coordination as the key managerial concern, but acknowledged that while
many simple processes can be managed by rules and routines, the more
complex processes require people to meet and interact. The position by Sveiby
(2001) is more extreme. He posits that people are “the only true agents in
business” and therefore a knowledge strategist’s main concern is
communication: how to enable knowledge transfer, which can essentially only
take place between people. The Japanse concept of Ba is essentially all about
creating a space, virtual or physical (or even mental), where knowledge
exchange between individuals is enabled (von Krogh, Nonaka, & Rechsteiner,
2012). Hence, irrespective of the approach to knowledge or knowing, a
consensus prevails today on the necessity for people to interact.
Furthermore, it is today accepted that knowledge is not created in isolation,
but jointly in cooperation with others, inside and outside the organization,
which stresses the role of social relations and rather complex social processes
(Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Leveraging knowledge
is only possible when people share what they know and build on the knowledge
of others (Ipe, 2003). Also, it is not only about pooling different types of
expertise, and learning in collaboration, but the interaction itself may activate
hidden knowledge and therefore interaction is important for optimal
knowledge use (Spender, 1996). The realization that individuals need forums,
physical and virtual, where they can interact and share knowledge, fueled an
eager quest to understand the conditions that foster interaction (E. F. Cabrera
& Cabrera, 2005). This quest is ongoing.
An important approach entirely focusing on the social aspect of knowledge
exchange is that stressing social capital, a concept initially borrowed from
sociology (Bourdieu, 1986), and referring to the value embedded in social
relations. This line of inquiry has been concerned with the structural
properties of social systems such as optimal network characteristics (e.g.
Coleman, 1990; Granovetter, 1973), but importantly also the qualitative
human relations aspect. Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) put this together in an
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influential model, which has also been utilized in the research of knowledge
sharing. They identified three critical dimensions of social capital: structural,
cognitive, and relational, and conditions that enable knowledge exchange to
take place. First, the right people must be able to connect (structural). Second,
they must have shared language and narratives so that they can communicate
effectively (cognitive). Lastly, the inter-personal elements of trust,
identification, norms, and obligations (relational) need to be present. These
relational aspects are thought to facilitate access to relevant individuals, fuel
an anticipation of value, and importantly, foster motivation to share and use
knowledge (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). The underlying logic behind the
relational dimension is that individuals engage in knowledge exchange when
they trust each other’s good intentions, are collectively concerned of the
success of the group, and when there are norms facilitating, and reciprocal
expectations obligating to collaborate. While there is no apparent coherent
theory behind this mix of relational facets, the model has been an influential
early model (14’000 citations) that explicitely introduces the idea that the
individuals must want to collaborate for knowledge exchange to take place.
The structural and cognitive dimensions are necessary enabling conditions,
but not sufficient alone without the relational dimension. Researchers
grounding their research in the social capital theory have provided empirical
evidence in support for this claim (Chiu, Hsu, & Wang, 2006; Hau, Kim, Lee,
& Kim, 2013; Reinholt, Pedersen, & Foss, 2011; Wasko & Faraj, 2005).

2.2 INDIVIDUAL KNOWLEDGE SHARING
Knowledge exchange stands for the mutual sharing of knowledge, which
ideally leads to relevant knowledge transfer between individuals. It ideally also
leads to new knowledge creation. For any of this to happen, individuals must
engage in knowledge sharing. Essentially the success of knowledge
management initiatives boils down to individual behavior (Henttonen, Kianto,
& Ritala, 2016). Consequently, knowledge sharing is today acknowledged as a
critical employee behavior in knowledge-based work (E. F. Cabrera & Cabrera,
2005; Ipe, 2003; Sveiby, 2001), and a critical managerial challenge in most
contemporary organizations. It is also regarded as one of the most important
research topics within management research (Serenko & Bontis, 2016).
Increasing empirical evidence has demonstrated that effective knowledge
sharing can result in a number of positive organizational outcomes, such as
better performance, productivity, and innovation (Cummings, 2004; H.-F.
Lin, 2007b; Mesmer-Magnus & DeChurch, 2009), and recently also enhanced
individual performance (Henttonen et al., 2016). Furthermore, a culture of
sharing embeds tremendous potential for a knowledge-based organization, as
knowledge differs from traditional organizational resources. It is not depleted
when used. The opposite is true: value is created every time knowledge is
shared, as what was before known by only one, is after sharing known by two,
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or more. Furthermore, sharing tends to benefit both the recipient and the
sharer (Sveiby, 2001).
Knowledge sharing has been defined in a number of ways. According to Ipe
(2003) “knowledge sharing is basically the act of making knowledge available
to others within the organization”, while C.-P. Lin (2007a) defines knowledge
sharing simply as “individuals sharing organizationally relevant experiences
and information with one another”. Usually it refers to an individual
contributing his or her knowledge in the intra-organizational context (Ford &
Staples, 2008), while some definitions also contain the idea of groups or
organizations disseminating or transferring knowledge to one another (Lee,
2001). Some definitions contain both the idea of donating and receiving
knowledge in knowledge sharing (van den Hooff & de Ridder, 2004). The
present study uses the definition of Yi (2009), which defines knowledge
sharing as “a set of individual behaviors involving sharing one’s work-related
knowledge and expertise with other members within one’s organization, which
can contribute to the ultimate effectiveness of the organization”. This
definition perceives knowledge sharing as behavioral acts embedded in an
organizational context.

2.2.1 RESEARCH AND CHALLENGES TO DATE
A number of studies across a broad range of disciplines and geographies have
been conducted to date to shed light on the individual, organizational, and
structural/technical antecedents of individual knowledge sharing. A relatively
recent meta-analysis included 46 studies into individual knowledge sharing
from seventeen different fields, and eighteen countries (Witherspoon et al.,
2013). Notably, more than half of the studies were conducted in Asia. Studies
on knowledge contributions to systems and repositories were excluded from
this analysis due to their small number. The first systematic literature review
was conducted only a few years earlier, by Wang and Noe (2010), containing
76 studies. They, however, withdrew from conducting a meta-analysis due to
the wide variety of disciplines, lack of common measures for knowledge
sharing, and an insufficient number of studies for the major areas of interest.
Furthermore, a review of the studies that specifically address motivation to
share was conducted as a part of the present study. It contained some 40
studies, and was therefore deemed rather comprehensive. The dispersion of
studies across multiple disciplines and geographies, journals ranging from IT,
KM, and management to a much lesser degree HR and psychology
(Witherspoon et al., 2013), presents a clear challenge for a researcher of
individual knowledge sharing. With the help of the above reviews, and the
studies conducted after them, a reasonable idea of what is known to date of
predictors of individual knowledge sharing can be formed.
The most common underlying theories used in the research have been the
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991), the Social Exchange Theory
(Homans, 1958), and some variant of the Social Capital Theory (e.g. Nahapiet
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& Ghoshal, 1998), either separately or in combination (Wang & Noe, 2010).
Other theories, such as the social cognitive theory, interdependence theory,
social influence theory, agency theory have also been used (for more, see Wang
& Noe, 2010). Self-Determination Theory (SDT) (Ryan & Deci, 2000a) has
been primarily used to explain the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation (Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016). Some studies have been
conducted without any underlying behavioral theory (e.g. Kim & Ju, 2008; H.F. Lin, 2007b), and a third of the studies in Wang and Noe (2010) literature
review were qualitative, relying on interviews, observations, and archival
documents.
The findings suggest that a number of proximal antecedents are often
positively associated with either knowledge sharing intentions and/or
knowledge sharing, directly or indirectly, reflecting the theory used. These
include positive attitudes (e.g. Bock & Kim, 2002; Jeon, Kim, & Koh, 2011),
self-efficacy (e.g. Kuo & Young, 2008; Tohidinia & Mosakhani, 2010),
knowledge self-efficacy (e.g. Kankanhalli, Tan, & Wei, 2005; H.-F. Lin,
2007a), and norms favoring sharing (e.g. Chennamaneni et al., 2011; Jeon et
al., 2011). Furthermore, they include enjoyment in helping (e.g. Hau et al.,
2013; Taylor & Murthy, 2009), identification (e.g. Chiu et al., 2006; Wasko &
Faraj, 2005), trust (e.g. Chiu et al., 2006; Choi, Kang, & Lee, 2008; C.-P. Lin,
2007b), expectations of reciprocation (e.g. Chiu et al., 2006; Hau et al., 2013),
reputational benefits (e.g. Wasko & Faraj, 2005; Wu & Zhu, 2012), and
expectations of affiliation (e.g. Bock & Kim, 2002; Jeon et al., 2011). Of stable
personality traits agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness have been
associated with knowledge sharing (Matzler et al., 2008). Even if sometimes
suggested, the meta-analysis by Witherspoon et al. (2013) established that
gender was not related to knowledge sharing or intentions. Furthermore,
monetary or other tangible incentives, such as promotions, have been shown
to be positively (e.g. Choi et al., 2008; Kankanhalli et al., 2005), not at all
(Tohidinia & Mosakhani, 2010), and negatively associated with knowledge
sharing (Bock & Kim, 2002; Hau et al., 2013).
A number of more distal antecedents have also been demonstrated to
predict knowledge sharing, or sharing intentions, directly or indirectly. For
instance organizational climate (e.g. Bock, Zmud, Kim, & Lee, 2005; Chen,
2011) and culture (e.g. Wah, Menkhoff, Loh, & Evers, 2008; van den Hooff &
de Ridder, 2004), top management support (H.-F. Lin, 2007b), and even
national culture (C. W. Chow, Deng, & Ho, 2000) have been positively
associated with knowledge sharing or knowledge sharing intentions. Studies
relying on social capital theory have further demonstrated that shared vision
and language (Chiu et al., 2006; Hau et al., 2013), social ties (e.g. Chiu et al.,
2006; Hau et al., 2013), and network centrality (e.g. Reinholt et al., 2011;
Wasko & Faraj, 2005), have been positively related to either knowledge
sharing or sharing intentions. Furthermore, enabling technology or positive
perceptions of knowledge management systems have sometimes been
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associated with knowledge sharing (Á. Cabrera et al., 2006), and sometimes
not (e.g. Choi et al., 2008; Kim & Ju, 2008).
While it is reasonable to propose that quite many potential predictors of
individual knowledge sharing have been identified, some key challenges
remain. First of all, virtually all studies rely on cross-sectional data. Hence,
there is essentially no longitudinal evidence, and very few experimental
studies (for exception, see Endres & Chowdhury, 2013; Hung, Durcikova, Lai,
& Lin, 2011), that would make causal claims more reasonable. A crosssectional design relates present conditions with past behavior, but it may also
exacerbate the common source bias. When respondents are asked similar, or
logically overlapping questions in the same survey questionnaire, there is a
considerable risk that the associations between similar constructs are
strengthened. Because of the frequent use of TPB (Ajzen, 1991) as the
underlying theory, and its basic postulate that intentions are a strong predictor
of behavior, many studies have sufficed with investigating knowledge sharing
intentions only (e.g. Bock et al., 2005; W. S. Chow & Chan, 2008; Ryu, Ho, &
Han, 2003). This unfortunately means that all constructs in such studies
represent self-reported assessments of similar or overlapping psychological
constructs.
Another major challenge relates to the the various operationalizations of
knowledge sharing (Ford & Staples, 2008; Wu & Zhu, 2012). When both
knowledge and sharing are elusive concepts that can mean many things, this
poses a challenge for researchers. Furthermore, there are very few validated
measures for knowledge sharing (Yi, 2009). The more problematic
operationalizations are the very vague ones that ask respondents to assess
their knowledge sharing with items, such as “I plan to share knowledge with
my colleagues”, or “I shared knowledge with my colleagues”, as knowledge
sharing may mean a broad range of things, and very different things to
different individuals (Ford & Staples, 2008). Many operationalizations use a
range of items that differentiate between the types of knowledge shared, using
the typologies introduced earlier (Yi, 2009). The items are, however, often
combined into a single measure of generic knowledge sharing, or one that
distinguishes only between explicit and tacit knowledge sharing, and the more
detailed information is lost in the process. Possibly because of the
preoccupation with developing typologies of knowledge within the research
community, the emphasis has tended to be on the type of knowledge, and not
on the type of sharing. Indeed, it is uncommon to distinguish between the
various sharing behaviors, or even contextualize them beyond the face-to-face
sharing and sharing over an electronic platform (Yi, 2009).
Sometimes knowledge sharing has been operationalized to capture both
contributing and receiving knowledge (Á. Cabrera et al., 2006; van den Hooff
& de Ridder, 2004). Furthermore, while most studies investigate individual
knowledge sharing, or intentions to share, some studies examine an
individual’s perceptions of whether their colleagues typically share knowledge
(e.g. Yang & Chen, 2007), or whether the organizations is characterized by
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frequent sharing and collaboration (e.g. Wah et al., 2008). Whereas all of these
studies have their place in the research of knowledge sharing, great care should
be taken when drawing far reaching conclusions about the antecedents of
individual knowledge sharing. The conceptual diversity challenges the ability
to reliably accumulate findings, and to really know what is known.
Furthermore, it might make sense to accept that knowledge sharing is not a
single behavior. As Ford and Staples (2008) propose, it should be seen as a
behavioral category, containing a range of behaviors that differ both in terms
of knowledge shared, and how and in what social context it was shared.

2.2.2 UNDERINVESTIGATED RESEARCH AREAS
In the concluding remarks of their meta-analysis, Witherspoon et al. (2013)
point to several understudied areas. They stressed that future research should
investigate specific knowledge sharing incidents, and ground the research
more strongly to specific organizational contexts. The present study attempted
to do so but combined this with the proposition of Yi (2009) that knowledge
sharing should be understood and studied as behavioral acts. Hence, in this
study the frequently used typologies of knowledge were not used, and the focus
was on sharing behaviors that respondents can easily relate to. The position
taken was that while it is too vague if no clues are given as to what is meant by
knowledge or sharing (e.g. “I shared knowledge with my colleague”), it may be
too difficult for the respondent to itemize knowledge shared in terms of what
might have been business knowledge, expertise from education, or experiencebased tricks of the trade, etc. This aligns with McIver et al. (2012), who argue
that the various forms of knowledge are interdependent and complementary,
and relevantly understood in the context where they take place. In the
organizational everyday employees share situationally relevant knowledge.
Witherspoon et al. (2013) also stressed that the “dark underbelly of knowledge
activities”, in other words knowledge hoarding or hiding, should be
investigated. While not a focus of this thesis, knowledge withholding was
captured in one of the studies.
Wang and Noe (2010) pointed out in their review that while the role of
motivation has been recognized as important for knowledge sharing,
surprisingly few studies rely upon the traditional motivation theories. They
also pointed out that knowledge sharing should be investigated from the
perspective of whether it is an in-role or an extra-role behavior. The review
conducted as part of the present study, further confirmed that quite little is
known of the quality of motivation to share knowledge (Stenius, Hankonen,
Ravaja, et al., 2016). The present study sought to shed light on the quality of
motivation to share knowledge, by using an established theory of human
motivation, and by investigating two behaviors, one being more in-role and
one entirely extra-role. This focus on motivation, and the degree of discretion
in the behavior, aligned well with the individual perspective to knowledge
sharing taken in this thesis, discussed in the next chapter.
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2.2.3 TAKING AN INDIVIDUAL’S PERSPECTIVE
It could be argued that most of the research into individual knowledge sharing
has taken the perspective of the organization. Knowledge typologies have been
developed with the ultimate goal of shedding light on knowledge as a
manageable organizational resource. The focus on the types of knowledge
may, however, have disguised an important aspect of knowledge sharing,
namely that one can never know what another person knows, or shares of what
he or she knows. While knowledge sharing may well be perceived by most
employees as a collectively important behavior, even to some degree an in-role
behavior in many situations, it is not controllable. The individual maintains
discretion over this behavior in all situations. This is the true dilemma of
knowledge sharing research. While the amount of knowledge sharing can be
technically measured, for instance by counting contributions to a knowledge
repository or ideas presented at a meeting, the quality of knowledge sharing is
not easily measured. We cannot know if the person shared his best or worst
ideas. This is made worse by the realization that with knowledge sharing it is
the quality that counts. However we slice and package knowledge, or identify
ideal contexts for sharing, this is not changed. The research is reliant on the
sharer’s willingness to disclose this information.
Some recent studies have tried to tackle this by researching the opposite of
knowledge sharing, knowledge withholding or hiding (Peng, 2013), partial
knowledge sharing (Ford & Staples, 2010), and even pseudo-knowledge
sharing, which refers to intentional sharing of knowledge that is of little value
(Cockrell & Stone, 2010). While important, they do not resolve the dilemma.
It is socially undesirable to admit that one hoards, or hides, or shares useless
knowledge, which challenges attempts to approach knowledge sharing from
the perspective of what one does not share. An important conceptual
development based on a qualitative study is that by Ford and Staples (2008),
who established that knowledge sharing and withholding are separate but
related behaviors. Their study distinguished between six different
combinations of high and low sharing and hoarding, ranging from full
knowledge sharing with minimal hoarding to active knowledge hoarding with
minimal sharing. While it usefully describes the various forms of individual
knowledge sharing, the dilemma with disclosure is not resolved. There may,
however, be a way around this. Instead of focusing on what is shared, and what
not, it may make sense to take an individual’s perspective, and seek to
understand when knowledge sharing makes sense for the individual. The
position adopted in the present study assumes that an individual shares
knowledge when it is perceived as meaningful behavior. Furthermore, when
sharing is perceived as meaningful, the sharer is likely to engage in meaningful
sharing. Hence, the key question to understand is, what makes knowledge
sharing meaningful behavior for an individual.
Expertise is hard won. It is commonly believed that it takes some ten
thousand hours to become an expert, which corresponds to fulltime work,
without vacations, for five years. In many professions it actually takes more
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(Ericsson, Prietula, & Cokely, 2007). Irrespective of any precise number, it is
reasonable to propose that to profess in even more mundane expert work, an
individual must make a substantial investment in terms of time and effort.
Knowledge-based organizations recruit individuals because of their
knowledge and expertise, in the hope that it can be put to good use in the
organization, for the organization. This presumes that individuals freely share
and contribute their knowledge for the benefit of others and common goals.
For an individual this may be dilemmatic. While it is clear that sharing
knowledge is collectively desirable, such knowledge can also be exploited by
others. Hence, sharing one’s expertise may not always be rational behavior
from an individual’s perspective. Why share the very essence that makes one
valuable for the organization? The position taken in this study is that an
individual is likely to reflect upon the consequences of knowledge sharing
before engaging in it. Furthermore, the presently underinvestigated quality of
motivation is assumed to be telltale of how an individual reasons around
sharing, and how it is experienced by the sharer. It is also contemplated that
the quality of motivation to share might be the best indicator of the quality of
knowledge shared.

2.3 RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND THE UNDERLYING
THEORIES
The model of knowledge-sharing motivation by Gagné (2009) was selected
both as an overarching conceptual framework as well as a specific model to be
scrutinized (Figure 1). It emphasizes the quality of motivation, and integrates
two major theories of human behavior, TPB (Ajzen, 1991) and SDT (Deci &
Ryan, 2000), both with decades of supportive research evidence. SDT presents
an organismic approach to human motivation, and proposes that the
satisfaction of universal psychological needs is paramount for the
development of an integrated self. Therefore the satisfaction of these needs is
also a prerequisite for high quality motivation which is thought to result in
high quality behavior (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 2002). TPB focuses
on explaining specific behaviors by arguing that any behavior can be predicted
by attitudes toward, norms governing, and perceived control over such specific
behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). Both theories were used in this study,
separately and in combination. The logic of the model is explained after the
theories are introduced. The parts marked with dotted lines fall outside the
scope of the empirical study, but are discussed in connection with Study III.
It is noted that the model by Gagné (2009) is not the first time TPB is
integrated with SDT. In particular within the realm of health psychology, they
have been successfully combined in a number of studies (for more, see Hagger
& Chatzisarantis, 2009), albeit the approach is somewhat different.
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Figure 2.

The Model of Knowledge-Sharing Motivation (Gagné, 2009, p. 575)

2.3.1 THE THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOR (TPB)
The core claim in the theory is that behavioral intentions are closely associated
with the actual behavior, and that intentions to behave are predicted by three
elements: attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control in
regard to the behavior. These are, in turn, guided by the underlying beliefs as
to the expected outcomes resulting from the behavior, social groups exerting
normative pressure, and perceived control as to whether the behavior can be
performed successfully. It is this combination of beliefs that operates in the
background and guides an individual’s behavioral intentions and subsequent
behavior, in a reliable and consistent manner (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010).
Essentially TPB, being an expectancy value theory, portrays humans as
cognitive tacticians, who pursue activities that appear, in their subjective
assessment, to pay off, and withdraw from ones that do not.
An important boundary condition in the theory is that the behavior
predicted is defined specifically, preferably using the so called TACT principle.
In other words the behavior is ideally defined to capture four elements: Target,
Action, Context, and Time. Most behaviors are directed at some target, include
specific behavioral acts, happen in a context, and at a definable time (Fishbein
& Ajzen, 2010; Francis et al., 2004). The same specificity applies to the
predictor variables. Hence, with attitudes are meant specific attitudes toward
performing the specific behavior, based on an assessment of the expected
outcomes resulting from that behavior. Subjective norms refer to one’s
interpretation of the social norms prevailing in the situation as regards the
specific behavior. The source of such normative pressure is from significant
others as to how they feel about the specific behavior (injunctive norms), or
how they themselves behave (descriptive norms). Perceived behavioral control
reflects beliefs about personal and external factors that either facilitate or
inhibit the specific behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010).
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Another important element in TPB relates to the beliefs underlying
attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control. As proposed
earlier, the underlying mix of beliefs is assumed to guide behavioral intentions,
and therefore these beliefs are informative about what actually drives the
behavior. Therefore it is strongly encouraged that such beliefs are identified
(Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). Importantly, many of the underlying behavioral
beliefs are shared by others, for instance in the same organization, and
therefore such beliefs can be effectively elicited from a small sample, as was
done in the present study. The idea is that those beliefs that come readily to
mind are the ones that have the greatest influence on behavioral intentions,
and thereby on the actual behavior. The ones that frequently come up with
different respondents are the ones that are likely to be influential on the
behavior in the prevailing context (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010).
TPB has been one of the most common theories in the study of individual
knowledge sharing (Stenius, Haukkala, Hankonen, & Ravaja, 2016; Wang &
Noe, 2010). It is, however, rather common to overlook some of the basic
postulates of the theory, such as the requisite to define the behavior
specifically. The level of specification tends to be limited to the type of
knowledge, but not to the type or context of sharing (Yi, 2009). Many
behaviors can be difficult to define in precise terms while continuing to make
sense for the larger research goals, but it is particularly challenging for an
ambiguous behavior such as knowledge sharing. Measuring it generically is,
however, problematic in the TPB framework, as the behavior is meant to be
translated into concrete behavioral acts. In the present study knowledge
sharing was defined with more specificity, and two different sharing behaviors
were investigated.
Another oversight of prior studies is that behavioral beliefs are not elicited,
as recommended (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010), but various predictors of attitudes
are used with varying theoretical grounds. While these often correlate with
attitudes, without solid theoretical grounds it can be difficult to assume
anything about causal directions in a cross-sectional design. In the present
study, the beliefs were elicited, and the attitude construct was in fact directly
created as the composite of the shared outcome beliefs.

2.3.2 SELF-DETERMINATION THEORY (SDT)
SDT (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 2000b) is a universal theory of human
motivation. A fundamental tenet of SDT is that individuals are active, growthoriented, and collaborative by nature, as long as their fundamental
psychological needs of competence, autonomy, and relatedness are satisfied.
The social environment may fuel or impede the satisfaction of these innate
needs. Competence refers to the need to feel efficacious in one’s social
surroundings, while the need for autonomy refers to the need for selfdetermination and the sense of volition in one’s behavior. The need for
relatedness in turn refers to a fundamental need to feel connectedness to other
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people. When these psychological needs are satisfied, the goals and values of
the behavior can be endorsed and internalized, which characterizes
autonomous behavior (Deci & Ryan, 2000).
One of the core postulates of SDT is that motivation not only varies in
strength, but also in quality. The approach, however, goes beyond the
traditional division between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, and presents
motivation as a continuum of qualitatively different motivational types,
manifested in different regulatory styles. They range from amotivation at one
end, to intrinsic motivation, at the other (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Whereas
amotivation expresses no motivation at all, intrinsic motivation expresses
behavior that is performed for its own sake, out of enjoyment, pleasure, or
interest. Falling between the two are four different sub-types of extrinsic
motivation. They differ in the degree of self-determination, or the degree to
which the goals and values of the behavior are internalized (Ryan & Deci,
2000b). On the side of amotivation are two types of controlled extrinsic
regulations: external and introjected. Closest to amotivation is external
regulation, which expresses behavior performed to gain material or social
rewards, or to avoid punishments. Introjected regulation in turn expresses
behavior performed out of self-worth related concerns, to gain internal
rewards or to avoid internal punishments. (Deci & Ryan, 2000). At the side of
intrinsic motivation are two types of autonomous extrinsic regulations:
integrated and identified regulation. Identified regulation expresses
identification with the goals and values of the behavior, whereas integrated
regulation means that the goals and values are fully internalized and aligned
with one’s personal values. Identified, integrated, and intrinsic regulations
together form autonomous motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000b). When an
individual is autonomously motivated, this tends to result in high quality
behavior (Gagné & Deci, 2005). It is performed out a sense of joy or interest,
or out of personal importance or value, or both, which is often the case, and
the reason, why these regulations are regularly combined to a single variable,
autonomous motivation (e.g. Reinholt et al., 2011; Vansteenkiste, Lens, De
Witte, De Witte, & Deci, 2004).
Several studies in knowledge sharing have used SDT to explain the
difference between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. While almost never
using the SDT based scales, the items used resemble primarily external
(rewards, reputational benefits, reciprocal expectations) and intrinsic
(enjoyment in helping) regulations (Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016).
Those using TPB as the research framework, use them often as predictors of
attitudes to sharing rather than predictors of sharing intentions, or sharing
(e.g. Bock & Kim, 2002; C.-P. Lin, 2007a). The regulations falling between
external and intrinsic regulations are almost never investigated. There are,
however, some exceptions. Using SDT based scales, Reinholt et al. (2011)
demonstrated a three-way interaction between ability, network centrality,
autonomous motivation, and knowledge sharing. Autonomous motivation was
positively and controlled motivation negatively related to knowledge sharing.
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Foss, Minbaeva, Pedersen, and Reinholt (2009) used intrinsic (autonomous
in content), introjected, and external regulations to predict knowledge
sharing, and showed that autonomous and introjected were positively
associated with sharing while external was not. The study by Cockrell and
Stone (2010) used the SDT based scales to create a relative autonomy index
(RAI). In their study the quality of motivation to share fully mediated the
relationship between industry and pseudo-knowledge sharing. The present
study used all of intrinsic, identified, introjected, and external regulations and
investigated their differential impact on knowledge sharing.

2.3.3 THE MODEL OF KNOWLEDGE-SHARING MOTIVATION
Gagné’s Model of Knowledge-Sharing Motivation (Gagné, 2009) combines
TPB and SDT such that the perceived behavioral control of TPB is replaced by
autonomous motivation, which in turn is predicted by the satisfaction of the
fundamental psychological needs of competence, autonomy, and relatedness.
One could say that the unitary measure of behavioral control is replaced by a
qualitative one, as the different qualities of motivation are manifestations of
varying degrees of self-determined regulation (Stenius, Haukkala, et al.,
2016). Also, perceived behavioral control of TPB is often expressed as the
sense of self-efficacy, which resembles the need for competence in the SDT –
model (Gagné, 2009). Hence, perceived behavioral control is captured by the
need for competence, but the model additionally takes account of the other
two fundamental needs, the needs for autonomy and relatedness, as predictors
of high quality motivation, in accordance with SDT (Gagné, 2009; Stenius,
Haukkala, et al., 2016).
Also, complementing TPB with SDT means that the former is
complemented with the basic notions of humans as naturally active and
growth-seeking, with a natural propensity to collaborate (Stenius, Haukkala,
et al., 2016). This suggests that knowledge sharing as a collectively important
behavior should come quite naturally to them, provided that their basic needs
are met, and that they understand and value the goals for such collectively
desirable behavior. The TPB elements complement SDT in the model by
generating information of such goals (shared outcome beliefs; attitudes), and
potential boundary conditions (sharing norms) (Stenius, Haukkala, et al.,
2016). The model further proposes that the motivation to share should be of
high quality. Such high quality motivation reflects endorsement and
internalization of the goals of knowledge sharing, and should logically result
in high quality knowledge sharing.
The present study used the model by Gagné (2009) as a general framework.
Predictors of knowledge sharing were investigated using TPB and SDT
separately, but also in combination. The core of the model has not been
scrutinized before, and hence the model was both tested and developed further
in the present study.
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3 AIMS
The aim of this study was to shed light on the predictors of individual
knowledge sharing in expert organizations, and in particular extend the
understanding of the role of motivation, and its quality, for knowledge sharing.
Considering the nature of knowledge sharing as a discretionary, and
potentially costly behavior for the individual (Davenport & Prusak, 1998;
Milne, 2007), the position adopted was that an individual is likely to engage in
knowledge sharing, when such sharing is meaningful from his or her personal
point of view. An individual must want to share in order to share.
Furthermore, in this study knowledge sharing was conceptualized as contextembedded concrete behaviors that reflect situational objectives, as opposed to
the more common approach to treat it as if it were a single behavior, with an
emphasis on the type of knowledge shared.
The specific aims of the substudies were as follows. Study I aimed to
identify the shared beliefs underlying the two behaviors investigated:
knowledge sharing in work meetings and in informal personal interactions,
through a qualitative elicitation study. It then sought to investigate the
predictive utility of these elicited beliefs in the larger organization, using a
typical TPB based research model, which treats motivation as a unitary
construct. The aim of Study II was to focus on the quality of motivation, and
investigate, how the different qualities, as per SDT, predicted knowledge
sharing and its quality, and whether the quality of motivation to share was
reflected upon knowledge withholding.
The aim of Study III was to examine the model of knowledge sharing
motivation by Gagné (2009), which combines TPB and SDT, by applying it to
knowledge sharing in work meetings, and to contemplate modifications to it
based on theoretical considerations and findings from prior studies. Similarly,
the aim of Study IV was to use the model of knowledge sharing motivation,
and the findings from prior studies, to investigate predictors of knowledge
sharing in informal personal interactions.
Methodologically the present study introduced some novel elements to the
study of knowledge sharing. First was the belief elicitation study. While TPB is
a commonly used theory in the study of knowledge sharing, no prior elicitation
studies aiming at identifying the shared underlying beliefs have been
conducted before. Also, Studies III-IV used a prospective design. Prior studies
into predictors of knowledge sharing have been predominantly based on crosssectional data, and few studies, if any, have used longitudinal or prospective
designs.
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The specific research questions, in the order of sub-studies, were as follows:
1. What are the beliefs underlying knowledge sharing in work meetings
and in informal personal interactions? Are the beliefs, elicited by
qualitative means from a small sample, predictive of knowledge sharing
intentions, and behavior in the organization as per TPB based research
model?
2. What qualities of motivation, as per SDT, predict knowledge sharing in
work meetings? What qualities of motivation predict the quality of
knowledge sharing, using tacit knowledge sharing as an indicator of
such quality? Are the qualities of motivation to share knowledge
reflected on knowledge withholding?
3. Is the model of knowledge sharing motivation by Gagné (2009)
empirically supported in the study of knowledge sharing in work
meetings? What modifications can be reasonably contemplated and
applied?
4. Is the model of knowledge sharing motivation by Gagné (2009)
supported in the study of knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions?
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4 METHODS
4.1 PARTICIPANTS AND DATA COLLECTION
The data was collected from a public sector expert organization, whose all
operations are knowledge-based. Hence, it was deemed an ideal organization
for the study of knowledge sharing, and it was recruited solely for the purpose
of the present study.
Data collection was conducted in three phases: the elicitation study in
October 2013, the survey (T1) in February 2014 over a period of three weeks,
and a follow-up (T2) in May 2014 over a period of four weeks. Out of thirty
invited to partake in the elicitation study, a group of eighteen employees from
various roles and parts of the organization completed it. The sample was
deemed sufficiently large against Francis et al. (2004) recommendation of an
ideal sample size of 25. The elicited data was content analyzed and the most
frequently mentioned beliefs identified and used to formulate the needed
survey items, specifically attitudes in the form of outcome beliefs, and external
control beliefs, labelled knowledge sharing barriers. All 685 employees of the
organization were then invited to partake in the online survey, of which a
representative sample of 200 completed it, corresponding to a response rate
of 29.2%. The demographic profile of the sample (age, gender, education, years
in the organization) corresponded by and large to that prevailing in the
organization according to the representatives of the organization. The followup survey conducted two months later (T2) yielded 154 responses, 95 of which
could be matched with the respondents in the original survey (T1), based on
identification codes. The 59 omitted responses consisted of individuals, who
had either not participated in T1, or who had participated twice at T2 (the
redundant second response was omitted). MANOVA was performed to
establish that there were no differences between T1 and T2 samples in the
variables used in the analyses. Box’s M test confirmed the homogeneity of the
variance-covariance matrices, and all commonly used tests (Wilks’ Lambda,
Hotelling’s Trace, Pillai’s Trace, Roy’s Largest Root) were statistically nonsignificant (for more, see Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016). All data collection
utilized Webropol Online Survey and Analysis Software, which is frequently
used by the organization and therefore familiar to the respondents.

4.2 MEASURES
4.2.1 THE MAIN OUTCOME VARIABLES
The studies focused on two specific knowledge sharing behaviors: knowledge
sharing in work meetings and knowledge sharing in informal personal
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interactions. These represented two of the four subcategories of the knowledge
sharig measure by Yi (2009), and they were selected because they measure
knowledge sharing as specific behaviors, in line with the requirements of TPB.
They also represented two different kinds of knowledge sharing: one that takes
place in a typical organizational forum, work meetings, and one that is entirely
voluntary, and takes place in informal personal interactions. These were
presented to the respondents in accordance with how they were subsequently
measured, reflecting situationally relevant tangible knowledge sharing acts.
More precisely, knowledge sharing in work meetings referred “to the extent
that one presents ideas, views, suggestions, and e.g. solutions to problems,
and offers one’s own experience-based knowledge for the benefit of others in
team- and other work meetings”, and furthermore “to the degree that one
responds to the questions of others, encourages others to participate and
present their views in the meetings” (Stenius, Hankonen, Haukkala, & Ravaja,
2015). Work meetings were specified to mean any work-related get-togethers,
informal or formal (Stenius et al., 2015). Knowledge sharing in informal
personal interactions referred to the extent to which “one supports less
experienced colleagues by granting them time, participating in the training
of younger colleagues, uses time to discussions (in the hallways, over lunch,
or on the phone) to help others with their work related problems, keeps others
updated on important matters concerning the organization, shares
enthusiasm in discussions with others, shares own experiences to help others
to succeed or to avoid risks or problems, and engages in online (chat or
email) discussions to help others with their work problems” (Stenius,
Hankonen, Martela, Ravaja, & Haukkala, 2016). A single generic measure of
knowledge sharing behavior, tacit knowledge sharing, as well as a measure of
knowledge withholding were also included in the survey, and used in Study II.
Knowledge sharing intentions were measured separately for both knowledge
sharing in work meetings as well as knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions.
Knowledge sharing in work meetings (Studies I-III) used four items from
the subcategory organizational communications of Yi (2009) measure of
knowledge sharing (e.g. “I expressed ideas and views”; “I suggested solutions
to problems”) (T1 Cronbach’s α=.83; T2 α=.87). The scale of five ranged from
“very seldom” to “very often”.
Knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions (Study IV) used five
items from Yi (2009) measure of knowledge sharing behavior, subcategory
interpersonal communications (e.g. “I spent time in email communication
with others to help them with their work-related problems”; “I shared
experiences that may help others avoid risks and trouble, through personal
conversation”) (T1 α=.77: T2 α=.70). The scale of five ranged from “very
seldom” to “very often”. This variable was also used in the complementary
analyses relating to Study I.
Tacit knowledge sharing (Study II) adapted three items from Bock et al.
(2005) measure of tacit knowledge sharing (e.g. “I offer my expertise at the
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request of my colleagues”; “I shared my work experiences with my colleagues”)
(T1 α=.74). The scale of seven ranged from “completely disagree” to “fully
agree”.
Knowledge withholding (Study II) was measured with three items
developed by assessing the measure of Peng (2012) for knowledge withholding
and that of Ford and Staples (2008) for partial knowledge sharing. There were
few validated measures of knowledge withholding, partial sharing, or hoarding
available at the time of conducting the survey, and thus a measure containing
the following items was used: “I don’t always share all of my know-how with
others”; “I do not always disclose my ideas to others”; and “I do not hoard, but
I also do not share all that I know with others” (T1 α=.77). Considering the
sensitive nature of having to admit that one does not share knowledge, the
items were worded loosely to entice honest responses. A scale of seven ranging
from “completely disagree” to “fully agree” was used.
Knowledge sharing intentions (Studies I, III, IV) was measured in
accordance with Francis et al. (2004) instructions for TPB based
questionnaires by using three questions (“I intend to…”; “I want to…”; and “I
expect to…”) as regards knowledge sharing in work meetings (T1 α=.92), and
separately for knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions (T1 α=.95).
The scale of seven ranged from “completely disagree” to “fully agree”.

4.2.2 PREDICTOR VARIABLES
Except for the psychological need satisfaction, all predictor variables were
measured separately for knowledge sharing in work meetings and in informal
personal interactions. In accordance with TPB, the respondents were first
given the full description of what was meant by the behavior, or behavioral
category (e.g. “active knowledge sharing in work meetings refers to the extent
that one presents ideas, views, suggestions, and for instance solutions to
problems, and offers one’s own experience-based knowledge for the benefit of
others in team- and other work meetings. It also refers to the degree that one
responds to the questions of others, encourages others to participate and
present their views in meetings.” (Stenius et al., 2015)). The respondents were
then asked about outcome beliefs, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral
control relating the behavior, as well as barriers to and reasons for engaging in
the behavior. In accordance with TPB, all of these predictors were formulated
as to what they meant in terms of the respondent personally engaging in the
behavior. All predictor variables were measured with the scale of seven,
ranging from “completely disagree” to “fully agree”. The TPB based study was
only published for knowledge sharing in work meetings (Study I), but the
analyses were also conducted for knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions for the purposes of the thesis at hand.
Attitudes toward knowledge sharing in work meetings (Study I, III). A
direct attitude measure in the TPB framework asks respondents to assess their
attitude toward a behavior with a semantic differential scale using pairs of
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adjectives, such as pleasurable-unpleasurable, good-bad, importantunimportant, etc. Such a measure would have overlapped with the measures
used for the SDT based autonomous regulation, and therefore the attitude
measure in this study was formed directly from the elicited outcome beliefs.
The measure consisted of four items that captured the most commonly shared
outcome beliefs identified in the elicitation study (e.g. If I share knowledge in
work meetings…“new perspectives are brought to the issues at hand”; “I foster
knowledge diffusion”) (α=.81). Negative outcomes were also elicited, and a two
item measure created, but since it was not predictive of knowledge sharing
intentions, it was not used in further analyses. Attitudes toward knowledge
sharing in informal personal interactions (Study IV) was created from elicited
outcome beliefs, and measured with four beliefs (e.g. If I support my
colleagues by sharing my knowledge…”I foster good morale and working
atmosphere”; “Work goes smoothly, and we make progress”) (α=.74). This
variable was also used in the complementary analyses relating to Study I.
Subjective norms toward knowledge sharing in work meetings (Studies I;
III) was measured with two items capturing injunctive norms of superiors and
peers (e.g. “My superiors think I should engage in active knowledge sharing in
work meetings”), and one capturing descriptive norms as regards peers (“My
colleagues engage in active knowledge sharing in work meetings) (α=.73).
Subjective norms toward knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions (Study IV) was measured with two items. One related to
superiors’ injunctive norm (“My superiors think it is important that I engage
in knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions”) and one to peers’
descriptive norm (“My peers engage in knowledge sharing in informal
personal interactions”) (α=.59). This variable was also used in the
complementary analyses relating to Study I.
Perceived behavioral control over knowledge sharing in work meetings
(Study I) consisted of three elements: a sense of self-efficacy and control
beliefs toward performing the behavior, and a general sense of knowledge selfefficacy relating to how confident the respondent was in terms the quality and
worthiness of his/her knowledge. The sense of self-efficacy and control beliefs
were measured in accordance with TPB and the instructions of Francis et al.
(2004), self-efficacy with two items (“engaging in … is easy for me”; “I can
engage in … whenever I want to”), and control beliefs with a single reversed
item (“My knowledge sharing is primarily influenced by things that I cannot
myself influence”). Knowledge self-efficacy used three of four items from the
measure developed by Kalman (1999)(e.g. “I am confident in my ability to
provide knowledge that others in the organization consider valuable”; “I have
the expertise required to provide valuable knowledge for my organization”)
(α=.75). Perceived behavioral control over knowledge sharing in informal
personal interactions was created similarly, except for control beliefs as it was
not measured in the survey (α=.70). This variable was used in the
complementary analyses relating to Study I.
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Knowledge sharing barriers (Study 1) as regards knowledge sharing in
work meetings was created from the elicited items, and it consisted of five
items (e.g. “if some individuals dominate the meeting”) (α=.71).
The SDT-based scale to measure the quality of motivation to share
knowledge in work meetings (Studies II, III) and in informal personal
interactions (Study IV) was developed using the Exercise Self-Regulation
Questionnaire (format developed by Ryan & Connell, 1989) as it contains
scales for each of intrinsic, identified, introjected, and external regulatory
styles. The content for each sub-scale was further checked against the
conceptualizations used in the literature (e.g. Gagné & Deci, 2005). The
respondents were asked why they engage in knowledge sharing in work
meetings/informal personal interactions, and provided a range of reasons, in
accordance with the four regulatory styles (e.g. “…because I enjoy it”
[intrinsic], “…because it is an important part of my work” [identified],
“…because I would feel guilty if I didn’t” [introjected], “…because it might
advance my career” [external]). Internal consistencies of the subscales ranged
from α=.73 to α=.86 for regulations toward knowledge sharing in work
meetings, and from α=.66 to α=.89 for regulations toward knowledge sharing
in informal personal interactions.
Psychological need satisfaction (Studies III, IV) reflected a general level of
need satisfaction at work, and was thus not related to a specific behavior. The
measure was an adaptation from the Basic Need Satisfaction at Work Scale
(used e.g. Deci et al., 2001) using two items for each of competence (e.g. “I
have been able to learn interesting new skills on my job”), autonomy (e.g. “I
feel like I can make a lot of inputs to deciding how my job gets done”), and
relatedness (e.g. “I really like the people I work with”) (α=.77). The items for
competence and autonomy were combined to a single variable (α=.87) as they
loaded on the same factor.
Demographic variables (I-IV), such as age, gender, years in the
organization, manager position, were candidates for control variables in the
analyses, but their correlation with knowledge sharing intentions and/or
knowledge sharing behavior was either non-significant, or practically
negligible, that they ended up having no effect on any of the analyses.
Items used for the main variables are listed in Appendix 1.
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Table 1. Variables used in Studies I-IV

Variables

Study
I

Study
II

x

x

Knowledge sharing behaviors:
Knowledge sharing in work meetings T1
Knowledge sharing in work meetings T2
Knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions T1
Knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions T2
Tacit knowledge sharing T1
Knowledge withholding T1

(x)

Study
III

Study
IV

x
x

x
x

Predictors associated with
knowledge sharing in work
meetings:
Attitudes (outcome beliefs)
Subjective norms
Perceived behavioral control
Knowledge sharing barriers
Motivational quality:
Autonomous
Intrinsic
Identified
Introjected
External
Knowledge sharing intentions

x
x
x
x

x

Predictors associated with
knowledge sharing in informal
personal interactions:
Attitudes (outcome beliefs)
Subjective norms
Perceived behavioral control
Knowledge sharing barriers
Motivational quality:
Autonomous
Intrinsic
Identified
Introjected
External
Knowledge sharing intentions

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

(x)

Underlying predictors:
Basic psychological needs satisfaction
Autonomy and competence needs sat.
Relatedness need satisfaction

x
x
x

(x) = the analysis was conducted for the thesis summary only
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x
x
x

4.3 DATA ANALYSES
This study was conducted using both qualitative and quantitative methods. As
reported in a rather detailed fashion in Stenius et al. (2015), the belief
elicitation study was performed with the procedures proposed by Francis et al.
(2004) for how to conduct an elicitation study and surveys for TPB based
research. The participants were asked to list advantages and disadvantages
with sharing knowledge (in work meetings and separately in informal personal
interactions), and to name groups of people who either found knowledge
sharing desirable or undesirable. They were also asked to describe conditions
that either make it easier or harder to perform the behavior. Once the
elicitation data was available, it was content analyzed. All ideas named by the
respondents were coded and counted, and similar ideas grouped thematically.
The most frequently mentioned ones, the so called modal salient beliefs, were
used to develop the belief-based survey items (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010; Francis
et al., 2004). These items were formulated such that a reference was made to
the respondent personally performing the behavior, for instance “If I share
knowledge in work meetings, I bring new perspectives to the issues at hand”.
Multiple statistical analyses were conducted in the studies, including linear
regression analyses, ANOVA, MANOVA, crosstabulation, exploratory and
confirmatory factor analyses, as well as Structural equation modeling (SEM).
All quantitative analyses were conducted using the SPSS22 and/or MPlus 5.21
software. As all data was collected online, no manual re-entering of data into
the analysis software was necessary, eliminating any possible human error in
such a process.
In Study I exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted to establish
that the factors, especially those created from elicited beliefs, loaded on the
intended measures, which they did. Factors were extracted using maximum
likelihood method, with Varimax rotation. One of the two control beliefs was
omitted due to low internal consistency, and as knowledge sharing barriers
loaded on two factors, one was omitted due to low internal consistency
(α=.53). Hierarchical linear regression analyses were conducted after the basic
conditions for parametric tests were assessed, and deemed acceptable (normal
distribution, homoscedasticity, no multicollinearity). The purpose of Study I
was to identify cognitive antecedents of knowledge sharing using a TPB based
research model, and to establish, whether the elicited items were relevantly
predictive in the larger sample. Therefore a study using linear regression
analysis in a cross-sectional design was deemed sufficient.
Study II used structural equation modeling (SEM) as it accounts for the
measurement error by effectively cleaning it out from the latent factors,
affording a more accurate analysis. This was justified as the study aimed to
understand the differential impact of different regulations on knowledge
sharing. The analyses were performed in two steps: first, a confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) was conducted to assess the structure of the SDT measure, and
then structural equation modeling (SEM) was employed for the actual
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analyses. As it was particularly important to avoid crossloadings, two items
were omitted, one from identified regulation (“because it is personally
satisfying”), and one from introjected regulation (“because I feel social
pressure that I should”). Convergent and discriminant validity were assessed
for all measures used in the analyses.
The analyses were initially conducted using the regulations involved in
knowledge sharing in work meetings as an indicator of general knowledge
sharing motivation, but later also run using the regulations to share in
informal personal interactions as an indicator of general sharing motivation.
Study III investigated Gagné’s model of knowledge sharing motivation,
applied to knowledge sharing in work meetings. The obvious choice was
structural equation modeling (SEM) as it allows several sequential and parallel
paths to be modeled simultaneously. An additional benefit is the better
accuracy brought about by using latent factors, which makes sense as the
purpose was to test the model of knowledge sharing motivation. The analyses
were conducted in two phases. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was
performed to examine the structure of the measures. Then a full structural
equation model (SEM) was conducted, in a prospective design, implying that
the predictor variables from T1 predicted knowledge sharing measured at T2.
Mplus 5.21 uses Full Information Maximum Likelihood estimation by default,
implying that the observations missing at T2 are mathematically
complemented using T1 data (Muthén & Muthén, 2006). As there was a
substantial difference in the number of participants between T1 (n=200) and
T2 (n=95) samples, an additional analysis in SPSS established that KS
intentions (T1) were equally predictive of knowledge sharing behaviors (T2) in
the smaller sample of 95, as in the estimated sample of 200.
Study IV investigated predictors of knowledge sharing in informal
personal interactions, by using the model of knowledge sharing motivation
tested in Study III. Hence, the analyses were conducted similarly to the prior
study. Importantly, the predictor variables, except for need satisfaction, used
in the analyses were associated with knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions, and measured separately from those used in Study III.

4.4 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The study was assessed against the ethical guidelines (National Advisory
Board on Research Ethics, 22.1.2010) and deemed exempt from requirements
for formal ethical reviews for social research, as stipulated in the guidelines.
All participants were informed adults, the questions were not particularly
intrusive, and participation was voluntary. The online invitation to participate
went from the researcher informing the participants of the voluntary
participation, the aim of the research, and that only the researcher had access
to the data collected. Data integrity was cared for by anonymous participation
and by establishing simple rules for the collection and storage of the data.
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5 RESULTS
The results are presented in the same order as the sub-studies were conducted
and articles published. Detailed analyses are found in the original
manuscripts. The additional analyses conducted for the thesis summary are
reported here.
Since all studies were conducted with the same sample (T1 n=200 ; T2
n=95), the demographic information was the same in all studies. Notably, the
education level in the sample was very high : 89.5% of the participants had at
least Bachelor’s degree, or similar, while 58.0% had Master’s degree, or higher.
The average age of the respondents was 49.3 years, 57% of them were male,
and 55.0% had been with the organization for ten years, or more. There were
no differences in knowledge sharing intentions, or behavior, as regards any of
the demographic characteristics of the sample. The data, however, suggests
that the participants in this research worked in a reasonably stable work
environment with highly educated peers and superiors, a relatively even
gender distribution, but high average age. The results should be reflected upon
with this in mind.

5.1 STUDY I: PREDICTORS OF KNOWLEDGE SHARING
USING TPB AND A BELIEF ELICITATION STUDY
Study I investigated cognitive antecedents of knowledge sharing by applying a
belief elicitation study. The aim was to first identify the underlying outcome,
normative, and control beliefs as regards specific knowledge sharing behaviors
by eliciting these from a small representative sample (n=18), and then
establish whether these were relevantly predictive of knowledge sharing
intentions in the larger survey, using a typical TPB based research model
(adopted from Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010).

5.1.1 MEASURES CREATED FROM ELICITED BELIEFS
Article 1 (Stenius et al., 2015) reports the results as regards knowledge sharing
in work meetings. The study was, however, also conducted for knowledge
sharing in informal personal interactions. In this chapter all elicited items
used in the survey are recaptured/reported for both knowledge sharing
behaviors.
For the attitude construct in regard to knowledge sharing in work meetings
four items were created based on the most frequently mentioned positive
outcomes that follow from knowledge sharing: ‘bringing new perspectives to
issues at hand’, ‘inspiring others and fueling interaction’, ‘fostering knowledge
diffusion’, ‘activating others and thereby improving the quality of the process’.
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In terms of negative outcome beliefs, the study elicited two themes: ‘time
concerns’ and ‘the worry over meandering to wrong topics’.
In terms of knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions, the
attitude construct was formed from the following elicited positive outcome
beliefs: ‘fostering good morale and working atmosphere’, ‘an opportunity to
also learn’, ‘getting help and knowledge when one needs it’, ‘helping to smooth
the work process so that progress is made’. Two items were formed from the
elicited negative outcome beliefs: ‘own work load grows’, and ‘own work may
suffer’.
As regards normative beliefs, the predominant belief was that knowledge
sharing was desirable behavior by others. No social groups exercising pressure
in one direction, or the other, were identified by the respondents. In a work
organization peers and managers may be the obvious social groups to consider
and the elicitation study was deemed rather irrelevant on this point. This
concerned both knowledge sharing behaviors.
In terms of control beliefs regarding knowledge sharing in work meetings
several shared beliefs facilitating/preventing sharing were identified. They
essentially mirrored one another, and hence a single measure labelled
knowledge sharing barriers was created using the most commonly mentioned
beliefs. These reflected beliefs about situational control, and it is noted here
that they might warrant a more accurate label in future studies to distinguish
them from more comprehensive approaches to knowledge sharing barriers
(see e.g. Riege, 2005). The items included in the measure were ‘a feeling of
having to rush,’ ‘poor atmosphere’, ‘unequally divided opportunities to speak’,
‘dominating participant(s)’, and ‘too many participants’, As regards knowledge
sharing in informal personal interactions, only ‘concern over time’ was
mentioned as a potential barrier, whereas ‘collaborative and friendly
atmosphere’ was mentioned as a facilitating factor.

5.1.2 RESULTS OF THE TPB BASED STUDY
In accordance with TPB, the study investigated whether attitudes (elicited
outcome beliefs), subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control
predicted knowledge sharing intentions (Figure 3: 1), and whether knowledge
sharing intentions together with perceived behavioral control predicted actual
knowledge sharing (Figure 3: 2). Furthermore, the study examined whether
the elicited control beliefs, labelled in the study as knowledge sharing barriers,
predicted perceived behavioral control (Figure 3: 3), and whether they
moderated the relationship between knowledge sharing intentions and
knowledge sharing (Figure 3: the dotted line).
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Figure 3.

The research model investigated in Study I (Stenius et al., 2015)

As regards knowledge sharing in work meetings, attitudes reflecting
positive – but not negative - outcome beliefs (β=.24; p<.001), subjective
norms favoring sharing (β=.20; p<.001), and perceived behavioral control
(β=.46; p<.001) independently predicted knowledge sharing intentions,
accounting for 47.7% of its variance. Knowledge sharing intentions (β=.50;
p<.001) and perceived behavioral control (β=.26; p<.001) each shared unique
variance with actual knowledge sharing (Ra2=.552), while the other two
predictors of knowledge sharing intentions became non-significant, all in
accordance with TPB. Knowledge sharing barriers did not moderate the
relationship between sharing intentions and actual behavior (p=.189), but
they were negatively associated with perceived behavioral control (r=-.30;
p<.001), as hypothesized. A further analysis showed that a single item –
dominating participants – correlated more strongly with perceived behavioral
control than any other items in the measure. A further post hoc analysis
indicated that the knowledge sharing barriers suppressed the effect of
perceived behavioral control on knowledge sharing (Stenius et al., 2015).
For comparison purposes, the analysis was also conducted for knowledge
sharing in informal personal interactions. All of positive attitudes (outcome
beliefs), subjective norms favoring sharing, and perceived behavioral control
were predictive of knowledge sharing intentions, but only positive attitudes
(β=.35; p<.001) and perceived behavioral control (β=.29; p<.001) shared
unique variance with sharing intentions (Ra2=.348). In the next step, all
predictors of knowledge sharing intentions, and knowledge sharing
intentions, were included in a regression model predicting actual knowledge
sharing. Against the assumption in the research model that both sharing
intentions and perceived behavioral control would independently predict
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actual knowledge sharing, this only applied to sharing intentions (β=.43;
p<.001). While subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control were nonsignificant, positive attitudes (β=.15; p=.048) became statistically significant,
albeit marginally. The model explained 32.1% of the variance in knowledge
sharing in informal personal interactions. The two control beliefs, time
concern as a barrier (β=.25; p<.001), and collaborative and friendly working
atmosphere as a facilitator (β=.20; p<.01), each measured with a single item,
were positively associated with perceived behavioral control explaining
together 10.3% of its variance. Notably, what was thought as a barrier (time
concern) was in fact positively associated with perceived behavioral control.
Neither moderated the relationship between knowledge sharing intentions
and actual sharing.
To conclude, the antecedents of a typical TPB framework were predictive
of knowledge sharing intentions and actual sharing in work meetings. All of
attitudes reflecting positive outcome beliefs, subjective norms favoring
sharing, and perceived behavioral control were relevant predictors of
knowledge sharing intentions, explaining nearly half of its variance. Perceived
behavioral control was the most important predictor of sharing intentions.
Furthermore, knowledge sharing intentions together with perceived
behavioral control, explained more than half of the variance in actual
knowledge sharing in work meetings (Stenius et al., 2015). The research model
did not apply as well to knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions
but it established that attitudes and perceived behavioral control were equally
predictive of knowledge sharing intentions in informal personal interactions.
Importantly, the elicited measures, in particular attitudes, contain
information. As regards work meetings, when individuals perceived that their
personal knowledge sharing fostered interaction, knowledge diffusion, better
quality discussion and process, they were more likely to engage in knowledge
sharing. As regards informal personal encounters, when individuals perceived
that their personal knowledge sharing was a way to foster a good working
atmosphere, smooth progress, opportunities to learn, and reciprocal helping,
they were more likely to engage in it.

5.2 STUDY II: THE QUALITY OF MOTIVATION TO
SHARE OR WITHHOLD KNOWLEDGE
Study II (Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016) investigated, how the
different types of motivation expressed as regulatory styles or regulations as
per SDT, predicted knowledge sharing and its quality. The study examined
knowledge sharing in work meetings, and the quality of sharing was measured
by tacit knowledge sharing. The study further investigated how the different
types of motivation to share knowledge were reflected on knowledge
withholding. For analysis, structural equation modeling in a cross-sectional
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design was employed. Detailed analyses are presented in the original
manuscript (Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016).
The analyses are displayed graphically in Figure 4. While all of intrinsic,
identified, and introjected regulations were positively and statistically
significantly associated with knowledge sharing in work meetings, when they
were simultaneously in the model, only identified regulation (β=.66; p<.001)
shared unique variance with it. Only identified and introjected regulations
correlated positively and significantly with tacit knowledge sharing. Similarly
to the previous analysis, when all regulations were in the model, only identified
regulation (β=.61; p<.001) shared unique variance with tacit knowledge
sharing. The study further established that the quality of motivation to share
knowledge in work meetings was reflected on knowledge withholding.
Identified regulation to share was negatively and external regulation to share
positively associated with knowledge withholding, albeit the latter correlation
was only marginally significant (p=.50). However, when all regulations were
simultaneously in the model, only external regulation to share (β=.38; p<.001)
predicted knowledge withholding independently (Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja,
et al., 2016).
The model fit indicators confirmed that all models fitted the data well, with
CFI ranging from 0.95 to 0.97, TLI from 0.94 to 0.96, and RMSEA from 0.049
to 0.064 (Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016).
For all above analyses the regulations were measured as regards knowledge
sharing in work meetings. These were used as an indicator of general
knowledge sharing motivation as it was not possible to measure them
separately for each dependent variable. For comparison purposes the
regulations involved with knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions
were used as an indicator of general knowledge sharing motivation. The
analyses were run again to see, whether these regulations predicted tacit
knowledge sharing and knowledge withholding similarly to the prior analyses.
Whereas intrinsic and identified regulations were positively and significantly
associated with tacit knowledge sharing, only identified regulation predicted
it independently. Motivation to share knowledge in informal personal
interactions was also reflected on knowledge withholding. Similarly to the
previous study, identified regulation was negatively and external regulation
positively and significantly associated with knowledge withholding. When
simultaneously in the model, they both continued to predict knowledge
withholding independently.
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Figure 4
Different qualities of motivation as predictors of knowledge sharing, its
quality, and knowledge withholding (from Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016)
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5.3 STUDY III: THE MODEL OF KNOWLEDGE SHARING
MOTIVATION TESTED IN A PROSPECTIVE DESIGN
Study III (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016) tested the model of knowledge
sharing motivation (Gagné, 2009), which theoretically combines TPB and
SDT, by applying it to knowledge sharing in work meetings in a prospective
design. The model is essentially an extension of a TPB based research model
such that the perceived behavioral control is replaced by autonomous
motivation. Hence, it proposes that positive attitudes, autonomous
motivation, and subjective norms favoring sharing predict knowledge sharing
intentions, which predict the actual knowledge sharing. The model further
proposes that psychological need satisfaction predicts both attitudes and
autonomous motivation (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016).
A drop-out analysis confirmed that the T1 (n=200) and T2 (n=95) samples
did not differ from one another as regards demographic characteristics, or
variables used in the model. These were established with MANOVA and
crosstabulation for categorical variables (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016).
Structural equation modeling was used to investigate all paths
simultaneously (see Fig. 5). As assumed, psychological need satisfaction
predicted both positive attitudes (β=.46; p<.001) as well as autonomos
motivation (β=.71; p<.001). Furthermore, attitudes (β=.22; p<.01) and
autonomous motivation (β=.69; p<.001) predicted knowledge sharing
intentions, whereas subjective norms (β=.11; p=.082) did not. Knowledge
sharing intentions measured at T1 predicted knowledge sharing behavior
measured at T2, explaining 42.0% of its variance. The moderations
contemplated in the model were not supported. Gagné’s model received partial
support but noting the low loading of intrinsic regulation on autonomous
motivation, and the findings of Study II suggesting that identified regulation
more accurately predicts knowledge sharing, the quality of motivation was
further examined (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016).
Autonomous motivation was replaced by identified regulation as a more
accurate predictor of knowledge sharing intentions. As expected, the model
changed very little confirming that intrinsic regulation added very little to it
and could be omitted. However, replacing autonomous motivation with
identified regulation prompted further exploration of the relationship between
attitudes and identified regulation on theoretical grounds. Attitudes in this
study were defined as of positive outcome beliefs, and as identified regulation
expresses identification with the outcomes of one’s behavior, the two are
naturally associated. Letting the two freely correlate meant that identified
regulation subsumed all shared variance of the two, and attitudes no longer
shared any unique variance with knowledge sharing intentions. A post hoc
analysis further confirmed that identified regulation mediated the effect of
attitudes on knowledge sharing intentions. The total indirect effect was β=.34;
p<.001, while the direct effect was β=.07; p=.440, adding up to a total effect
of β=.42; p<.001 of attitudes on intentions (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016).
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The association will be further elaborated in the Discussion section. The
original and the modified models are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5
The model of knowledge sharing motivation applied to knowledge sharing in
work meetings, using autonomous motivation (above) and identified regulation (below) as
a predictor of knowledge sharing intentions (from Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016)

To reduce the risk of predicting psychological constructs (intentions) with
other potentially overlapping psychological constructs (motivation), a further
post hoc analysis was conducted so that knowledge sharing intentions were
omitted from the model. Hence, the predictors (attitudes, identified
regulation, and sharing norms) measured at T1 were let directly predict
knowledge sharing behavior, measured at T2. Identified regulation was the
only significant predictor of actual knowledge sharing, mediating the influence
of attitudes, while subjective norms did not predict knowledge sharing. Overall
the model explained 40% of the variance in knowledge sharing in work
meetings (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016).
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5.4 STUDY IV: THE CRUCIAL ROLE OF IDENTIFIED
REGULATION FOR KNOWLEDGE SHARING
Study IV (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016) used the model of
knowledge sharing motivation (Gagné, 2009), and the modifications
contemplated in Study III, to investigate predictors of knowledge sharing in
informal personal interactions, in a prospective design using structural
equation modeling.
As in Study III, a drop-out analysis confirmed that the T1 (n=200) and T2
(n=95) samples did not differ from one another as regards the variables used
in the model. These were established with MANOVA. Confirmatory factor
analyses established that the items loaded on their intended factors, with
sufficient loadings ranging from .43-.98. As all items measuring intrinsic and
identified regulations loaded on the same factor, the latent factor ‘autonomous
motivation’ was created so that all items loaded directly on it. Internal
consistency of all used measures was deemed sufficient; Cronbach’s α
reliabilities ranged between .59-.95 (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016).

Figure 6
The model of knowledge sharing motivation applied to knowledge sharing in
informal personal interactions, using autonomous motivation (above) and identified
regulation (below) as a predictor of knowledge sharing intentions (Stenius, Hankonen,
Martela, et al., 2016)
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As assumed, psychological need satisfaction predicted both positive
attitudes (β=.56; p<.001) as well as autonomos motivation (β=.45; p<.001). In
the original model all of positive attitudes (β=.30; p<.01), autonomous
motivation (β=.17; p<.05), and subjective norms favoring sharing (β=.32;
p<.01) predicted knowledge sharing intentions, explaining 34.9% of its
variance. Autonomous motivation was the weakest predictor, and barely
significant statistically. When the intrinsic items were omitted from
autonomous motivation, the model changed substantially. Identified
regulation (β=.61; p<.001) became the only independent predictor of
knowledge sharing intentions, with the model explaining 55.0% of the
variance in knowledge sharing intentions. When attitudes and identified
regulation were allowed to correlate freely (r=.65; p<.001), the beta of
identified regulation increased further to β=.80; p<.001. Knowledge sharing
intentions measured at T1 predicted actual knowledge sharing measured at T2,
explaining 41% of its variance (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016).
To eliminate the risk of predicting psychological constructs (intentions)
with overlapping other psychological constructs (motivation), a post hoc
analysis was conducted so that knowledge sharing intentions were omitted
from the model. Attitudes, identified regulation, and sharing norms measured
at T1 were let directly predict knowledge sharing behavior, measured at T2. As
was the case in Study III, identified regulation was the only significant
predictor of actual knowledge sharing, mediating the influence of attitudes,
while subjective norms did not predict knowledge sharing. Overall the model
explained 42% of the variance in knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016).
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6 DISCUSSION
This study aimed to shed light on, why individuals engage in knowledge
sharing, considering the discretionary and potentially costly nature of sharing
one’s knowledge and expertise. The underlying premise was that knowledge
sharing is reasoned action, and that an individual engages in knowledge
sharing when such sharing is perceived as meaningful behavior from his or her
personal perspective. Understanding motivation to share, and its quality,
formed an important part of the study. Furthermore, knowledge sharing was
conceptualized as a range of specific behaviors that serve situational
objectives, and hence two behaviors were investigated: knowledge sharing in
work meetings, and knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions.
More precisely the study investigated 1) what the beliefs elicited through a
belief elicitation study were, and whether they had predictive utility for
knowledge sharing in the organization wide study, 2) how the quality of
motivation predicted knowledge sharing and its quality, and whether it was
reflected on knowledge withholding, and 3) whether the model of knowledge
sharing motivation was supported empirically in the present data, and
whether the model could be developed further.
The study contributed to the research of knowledge sharing in many ways.
Study I established that outcome beliefs could be reasonably elicited and that
they were informative and predictive of knowledge sharing intentions in the
organization. While knowledge sharing barriers were less predictive, they were
informative and influential through their impact on perceived behavioral
control (Stenius et al., 2015). Study II demonstrated that a single motivational
quality, identified regulation, was the best predictor of knowledge sharing in
work meetings and tacit knowledge sharing, which was used as an indicator of
the quality of knowledge sharing. The motivation to share was also reflected
on knowledge withholding, a finding that contributes to the underinvestigated
domain of knowledge hoarding/hiding/withholding (Stenius, Hankonen,
Ravaja, et al., 2016). Study IV further demonstrated that identified regulation
was also the best predictor of knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions. The model of knowledge sharing motivation was empirically
supported for both knowledge sharing in work meetings (Study III; Stenius,
Haukkala, et al., 2016) and for sharing in informal personal interactions
(Study IV; Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016). The model has not been
scrutinized before contributing thus relevantly to the research. In both cases
the model improved when autonomous motivation was replaced by identified
regulation. The strong relationship between the attitude construct, formed on
the basis of elicited outcome beliefs, and identified regulation was examined,
and it was concluded that theoretically the direction of causality between the
two is plausible both ways. The individual contributions, and how they
complement the present state of research can be found in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary of the studies and findings
Study
1

What was known?
x
TPB is a major theory used in
the study of KSI and KS
Attitudes, subjective norms, and
x
PBC predict KSI in prior studies
x
KSI predict KS behavior in prior
studies
Problematic:
x
KS is defined in a variety of
ways, rarely in accordance with
TACT.
x
Attitudinal predictors (outcome
beliefs) are invented, not
elicited.
x
Multitude of measures of various
antecedents, and combinations.
x
The findings are mixed and thus
hard to accumulate.

What was investigated?
x
What are the outcome,
normative, and control beliefs as
regards specifically defined KSI
and KS? (belief elicitation)
x
What is the predictive utility of
the elicited beliefs using a TPB
based research model? (survey)
x
Whether/how do attitudes,
subjective norms and perceived
behavioral control (PBC)
predicted KSI? (survey)
x
Whether/how do PBC and KSI
predict KS? (survey)
x
Behavior investigated: KS in
work meetings (article 1), and
KS in informal personal
interactions

2

Motivation to share knowledge has
been studied primarily using unitary or
dichotomous measures of motivation.
x
Extrinsic and intrinsic
motivations predict attitudes to
KS in TPB based studies, and
knowledge sharing directly in
studies using other theories.
Mixed findings.
Problematic:
x
Measures of intrinsic, extrinsic,
and autonomous motivation vary
greatly, SDT scales rarely used.
x
No studies examining how
different regulations predict KS.

x

3

Gagné’s model combining TPB and
SDT has not been investigated before.
Virtually all studies rely on crosssectional data.

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
4

Gagné’s model combining TPB and
SDT has not been investigated, except
for in Study III. Only Studies II-III have
explored the role of different
regulations for KS, but for a different
KS behavior.

x

x
x

How does the quality of
motivation (intrinsic, identified,
introjected, external regulations)
predict KS in work meetings?
How does the quality of
motivation predict the quality of
KS? Tacit knowledge sharing is
used as an indicator of high
quality KS.
How is the motivation to share
knowledge reflected on
knowledge withholding?

Do attitudes, autonomous
motivation, and sharing norms
predict KSI, and do KSI predict
KS as the model by Gagné’s
model, using a prospective
design?
Are the proposed moderations
supported?
Does Identified regulation
predict KSI better than
autonomous motivation?
Explore the association between
attitudes (outcome beliefs) and
identified regulation.
Behavior investigated: KS in
work meetings
Do attitudes, autonomous,
motivation, and sharing norms
predict KSI, and do KSI predict
KS?
Does identified regulation predict
KSI better than autonomous
motivation?
Behavior: Discretionary KS
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What was found?
x
Elicited outcome beliefs as
regards KS in work meetings
were ‘new perspectives’,
‘knowledge diffusion’, ‘more
interaction’, ‘better quality’. For
KS in informal personal
interactions: ‘foster good work
atmosphere’, ‘enable progress’,
‘reciprocal helping’, ‘opportunity
to learn’.
x
Outcome beliefs predicted KSI
as regards both KS behaviors.
x
KS barriers (dominating
participants) suppressed PBC as
regards KS in work meetings.
x
Attitudes (outcome beliefs),
subjective norms, and PBC
explained 47.7% of KSI, and KSI
and PBC explained 55.2% of KS
in work meetings.
x
Attitudes (outcome beliefs),
subjective norms, and PBC
explained 34.8% of KSI, and KSI
and PBC explained 32.1% of KS
in informal personal interactions.
x
Except for external, all
regulations were associated with
KS in work meeting
x
Identified regulation was the
best independent predictor of KS
in work meetings.
x
Only identified and introjected
regulation were associated with
Tacit KS; identified was the best
independent predictor.
x
Identified (negatively) and
external regulation (to share)
were associated with knowledge
withholding. External motivation
to share was independently
predictive of withholding.
x
Attitudes, autonomous
motivation, and sharing norms
predicted 69% of the variance in
KSI, and KSI 42% of the
variance in KS. Attitudes and
autonomous motivation shared
independent variance with KSI,
sharing norms did not.
x
Moderations were not
supported.
x
The model unchanged when
identified regulation was used.
x
Identified regulation was the only
independent predictor of KSI
(and KS) when attitudes and
identified regulation were
associated.
x
Attitudes, autonomous
motivation, and sharing norms
predicted 35% of the variance in
KSI, and KSI 41% of the
variance in KS.
x
When intrinsic items were
removed from autonomous
motivation, the model predicted
55% of the variance in KSI.
Identified regulation became the
best predictor of KSI.

The most important finding of the study was that pertaining to the quality
of motivation. The study suggests that individuals engage in knowledge
sharing when such sharing is personally important to them, and in accordance
with their values. More precisely, individuals engaged in sharing when they
deemed knowledge sharing to be an important part of their job, and when
doing a good job, or helping others was a value for them. This applied to all
investigated knowledge sharing behaviors, including the fully voluntary extrarole sharing in personal interactions. Identified regulation was also negatively
associated with knowledge withholding. While being an interesting finding per
se, it also supports the variable-centered approach to motivational quality as
regards knowledge sharing, but potentially also to other work behaviors, as
will be discussed later. An important further contribution was the appliction
of a prospective design, which improves the present state of research that has
primarily relied on cross-sectional data. While not affording causal claims to
be made, causal assumptions are more reasonable, in particular when the
underlying theories are applied cautiously. The main findings will be discussed
in more detail next, in the order of the sub-studies, followed by methodological
considerations, and implications for research and organizations. More
detailed discussions on the specific studies are found in the original
manuscripts.

6.1 DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN RESULTS
6.1.1 ELICITED BELIEFS AND THEIR PREDICTIVE UTILITY
Considering the frequent use of TPB in the research of knowledge sharing
(Wang & Noe, 2010), it was somewhat surprising that no prior studies had
attempted to elicit the underlying beliefs from a small sample, as strongly
advocated by the developers of TPB (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). Guidance (see
Francis et al., 2004) for how to administer the study was therefore sought from
health psychology, where such studies are frequently conducted. There was no
certainty that the elicited beliefs would predict knowledge sharing intentions
in the organization wide study. Study I, however, established that in particular
the attitude measure could be successfully created from elicited shared
outcome beliefs for both specific behaviors, and in both cases the construct
was predictive of knowledge sharing intentions (Stenius et al., 2015).
As regards knowledge sharing in work meetings, such outcome beliefs
related more to the quality of the meetings, whereas they for knowledge
sharing in informal personal interactions related more to morale and a climate
of learning and reciprocal helping. The outcome beliefs as regards the two
behaviors had a slightly different emphasis, which supports the notion that
knowledge sharing is context embedded behavior, influenced by situational
and contextual affordances and objectives. It is also noteworthy that the
attitudes toward both behaviors reflected primarily collective outcomes, which
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may be characteristic of the organization studied and reflective of an
organizational culture that is more collaborative than competitive. These
outcome beliefs might be very different in other organizations. A more
orthodox way in the TPB framework would have been to also use an additional
direct attitude construct, such that the elicited outcome beliefs would operate
as predictors of such an attitude. Direct attitude measures typically ask the
respondents to assess their attitude toward the behavior using semantic
differential scales for pairs of adjectives, typically unpleasant-pleasant,
worthless-valuable, unimportant-important, and so forth (Fishbein & Ajzen,
2010). In this study a decision was taken against using such a measure as the
items would have overlapped with the SDT based scales, used in the overall
research model for the quality of motivation. Consequently, the attitude
construct in the present study was formed from the shared outcome beliefs
concerning knowledge sharing, and it was measured in terms of how much the
respondents agreed with these outcomes. Hence, it measured cognitive
appraisals of likely outcomes, and was clearly distinct from the motivation
measure used in the subsequent studies.
Furthermore, the elicited knowledge sharing barriers were both
informative and influential. As regards knowledge sharing in work meetings,
the biggest barrier was dominating other participants. It was an item that had
repeatedly come up in the elicitation study. This barrier was, however, not
directly associated with knowledge sharing but its influence was indirect: it
suppressed the perceived behavioral control as regards knowledge sharing.
Individuals felt their sense of control undermined by dominating individuals.
While not surprising, the finding is interesting because the perceived
behavioral control was the most important predictor of knowledge sharing
intentions in work meetings. It may be explained by situational demands.
Sharing knowledge in work meetings requires that one is both confident as
regards one’s level of knowledge (knowledge self-efficacy), as well as
presenting one’s views in front of others (self-efficacy). An additional analysis
established that the experience that meetings were typically dominated by
someone was negatively and directly associated with knowledge sharing
(r=-.20; p<.01). An experimental study of Hung et al. (2011) also investigated
knowledge sharing in meetings, albeit with different variables. The most
important predictor was that others appreciated the quality of one’s
performance. The finding could be interpreted such that a sense of competence
(albeit socially validated) was important for knowledge sharing in meetings,
similarly to the present study.
It is also noteworthy that the TPB based models were slightly different for
the two behaviors, even if the sample was the same. All of positive attitudes,
subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control predicted knowledge
sharing intentions in work meetings, explaining almost half of its variance.
Only attitudes and perceived behavioral control predicted sharing intentions
in informal personal interactions, explaining a third of its variance. It is
possible that normative pressure is not very tangible when sharing is entirely
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voluntary, and takes place in informal, often dyadic, encounters. As the
elements in both models were similarly created for both behaviors, this
suggests, that the two knowledge sharing behaviors take place in contexts
where the situational demands are different, and the behavior is consequently
predicted by different things. If combined to a generic knowledge sharing
behavior, as the common practice is, this would disguise the differences.
Many other TPB based studies are built with a different logic, which makes
comparison difficult. When comparisons to other studies are made, one should
compare to studies investigating similar knowledge sharing behavior.
Presently there are not many studies to compare with. One can conclude, albeit
with caution, that both TPB based models in the present study were reasonably
effective in terms of predicting knowledge sharing intentions and behavior,
judging by the coefficients of determination (R2=.55; R2=.32).
The most important contribution of Study I was that it demonstrated the
usability of a belief elicitation study for knowledge sharing research. It
generated relevant information about the shared beliefs as regards the
expected outcomes and perceived barriers which were associated with
knowledge sharing, either directly, or indirectly. The attitude constructs
created in Study I were used in Studies III and IV.

6.1.2 THE QUALITY OF MOTIVATION
Study II demonstrated that identified regulation, reflecting a sense of
importance and value in the behavior, was the most important regulation
(β=.65 ; p<.001) for knowledge sharing in work meetings (Stenius, Hankonen,
Ravaja, et al., 2016), while Study IV confirmed that the same was true for
knowledge sharing intentions in informal personal interactions (Stenius,
Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016). Identified regulation was also the best
predictor of the quality of knowledge sharing, using tacit knowledge as an
indicator of such quality (β=.61 ; p<.001). Furthermore, the quality of
motivation to share was reflected on knowledge withholding. External
motivation to share was the best predictor of knowledge withholding (β=.38 ;
p<.01), which is quite logical, but it was also found that identified regulation
to share was negatively associated with knowledge withholding (Stenius,
Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016).
This suggests that it was the sense of personal importance and alignment
with one’s closely held values that in the present study predicted knowledge
sharing more than enjoyment (intrinsic), self-worth related concerns
(introjected), or potential reputational or career related benefits (external)
resulting from sharing. This has not been established in other studies because
no prior study has investigated the full range of motivational qualities. If the
measures used in prior studies are looked at more closely, some similar
findings can be identified. A more generic identification with the organization
or commitment, rather than identified regulation, has been used in various
combinations with other predictors and found to sometimes predict
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knowledge sharing (e.g. Chiu et al., 2006; Kankanhalli et al., 2005), and
sometimes not (e.g. Taylor & Murthy, 2009; Wasko & Faraj, 2005). Studies
using the SDT operationalizations (Foss et al., 2009; Reinholt et al., 2011) have
been able to show that autonomous motivation is associated with knowledge
sharing, but unfortunately these studies did not distinguish between intrinsic
and identified regulations. The study by Foss et al. (2009), however, did
establish that introjected regulation was also positively associated with
knowledge sharing, which concurs with the present study.
The quality of motivation to share knowledge has been investigated
primarily by distinguishing between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
Extrinsic motivations investigated include typically rewards, reciprocal
expectations, and reputational benefits, which would all fall in the category of
external regulation according to SDT. Intrinsic motivation is often measured
as the enjoyment in sharing or helping, which is in accordance with SDT
(Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016). Studies including intrinsic and
external motivations as predictors of knowledge sharing have generated mixed
findings. Wasko and Faraj (2005) showed that only reputational benefits, but
not reciprocal expectations or enjoyment in helping, predicted knowledge
sharing, whereas the study by Taylor and Murthy (2009) showed almost the
exact opposite: altruism predicted sharing whereas reputational benefits, or
reciprocity had no association with sharing. Several studies have
demonstrated that external and intrinsic motivations can simultaneously
predict knowledge sharing (e.g. Hau et al., 2013; Kankanhalli et al., 2005), and
almost every combination of the used external motivations and intrinsic
motivation has been supported in some prior study. The mixed findings may
reflect the different operationalizations of both independent and dependent
variables, or different situational and contextual demands.
The many TPB based studies have often used external and intrinsic
motivations as distal variables predicting the more proximal attitudes, which
have usually been operationalized using semantic differential scales. Again the
findings are mixed, possibly reflecting different operationalizations and
research models. In many studies both intrinsic and some type of an external
motivation have been positively associated with attitudes to knowledge
sharing (Chennamaneni et al., 2011; Jeon et al., 2011), whereas in other studies
the intrinsic motivation has been positively, and the external motivations
negatively associated with attitude to sharing (Bock & Kim, 2002; Bock et al.,
2005) or not at all (H.-F. Lin, 2007a; Tohidinia & Mosakhani, 2010).
Irrespective of how the quality of motivation is captured in the research
models, as a direct predictor of knowledge sharing or as a predictor of attitudes
to sharing, what remain unstudied are the regulations that fall between
intrinsic and external regulations. The present study makes a rather strong
case that these regulations should be studied, as the identified regulation in
particular proved to be an important predictor of knowledge sharing. Studies
III and IV further evidenced that this continued to be so in the prospective
design. Similar findings, albeit not many, exist as regards other behaviors.
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Most notably the study by Koestner and Losier (2002) showed that political
activity can be motivated by both intrinsic and identified regulations. They
may, however, prompt different behaviors. In their study, those who were
intrinsically motivated engaged in following the TV debates and informing
themselves about the various topics, whereas identified regulation was a better
predictor of actual voting behavior. Similarly, Burton, Lydon, D'Alessandro,
and Koestner (2006) found that intrinsic regulation predicted academic wellbeing, while identified regulation predicted academic performance. A more
recent study in the work context, conducted in several countries for the
validation of the Multidimensional Work Motivation Scale (Gagné et al.,
2015), found that all measured forms of work performance were positively
related to both identified and intrinsic regulation, with more variability in
intrinsic regulation. In particular in the French sample, identified regulation
was more strongly than intrinsic associated with all three forms of work
performance (proficiency, adaptivity, proactivity), and this was especially so
as regards proactivity, which was not related to intrinsic regulation at all
(Gagné et al., 2015). This aligns well with the findings in the present study, as
knowledge sharing could be characterized as a form of proactive
organizational behavior (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016). The
discussion on why identified regulation might be an important driver of
certain work behaviors is continued under a separate heading after the results
of all empirical studies have been discussed.
The study also contributes to present research by empirically
demonstrating that external regulation, and the lack of identified regulation,
to share knowledge were positively associated with knowledge withholding. It
is quite logical that if knowledge sharing is contingent upon external benefits,
the person is inclined to withhold knowledge, when such benefits are not
forthcoming. The findings, however, also suggest that when the sense of
importance for sharing is missing, the person may be more inclined to
withhold knowledge (Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016).

6.1.3 THE MODEL OF KNOWLEDGE SHARING MOTIVATION
The model of knowledge sharing motivation (Gagné, 2009) was initially tested
and empirically supported in Study III as regards knowledge sharing in work
meetings (R2=.42) (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016). It was subsequently
modified based on the findings of the Study II, so that autonomous motivation
was replaced by identified regulation. The model changed little as the latent
factor autonomous motivation already essentially represented identified
regulation. Changing the motivational quality to identified regulation,
however, prompted a discussion on the nature of the relationship between
attitudes and identified regulation. The considerable correlation between the
two (r=.58, p<.01) was also added to the model. As attitudes in the present
study represented endorsement of the likely outcomes resulting from
knowledge sharing, and identified regulation identification with such
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outcomes, it was deemed plausible that a path should be drawn from attitudes
to identified regulation. Appraising and endorsing outcomes is temporally
primary to internalizing them. It is, however, also reasonable to think that
identified regulation fosters a positive view of the likely outcomes, and a path
from motivation to attitudes is also plausible (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016).
This was considered by Gagné in the original article, even if it was not included
in the graphic illustration of the model (Gagné, 2009). In the same vein many
studies using TPB place intrinsic and external motivations behind attitudes as
more distal predictors (e.g. Chennamaneni et al., 2011). The present study
established that identified regulation mediated the effect of attitudes to
knowledge sharing intentions but speculated that a causal path between
attitudes and identified regulation is possible, even likely, both ways (Stenius,
Haukkala, et al., 2016).
It is, however, important to note that if attitudes were operationalized, as
they usually are, as semantic differential scales using pairs of adjectives that
typically include unpleasant-pleasant, unimportant-important, worthlessvaluable, the model would make less sense as these resemble the items
contained in identified and intrinsic regulation scales. Hence, it is proposed
that the attitude construct is defined as outcome beliefs in future studies also.
The model was further improved when identified regulation was used in lieu
of autonomous motivation (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016; Stenius,
Haukkala, et al., 2016). With limited evidence for the use of identified
regulation, provided only in the present study, the differential influence of the
different regulations on knowledge sharing intentions should, however, be
investigated in advance.
The model modifications of Study III (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016) were
utilized in Study IV (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016). Except for the
measures for psychological need satisfaction, all other measures in the two
studies were specifically defined for each knowledge sharing behavior
separately. As the studies used the same sample, the analyses can be
reasonably compared. The two behaviors were embedded in different social
situations implying different behavioral acts and different kinds of knowledge
shared. Whereas knowledge sharing in work meetings implies sharing in a
more formal social context, guided by some established norms and routines,
and several participants, knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions
is completely voluntary, not similarly guided by rules or routines, and it often
takes place in dyadic interaction where one needs help from the other. The
former may entail more in-role expectations whereas the latter is more extrarole in nature. When comparing the analyses, the first observation was,
however, that the results were strikingly similar, each model explaining 4142% of the specific knowledge sharing behavior in question. In both cases
identified regulation was more important than autonomous motivation, and
the most important predictor of sharing intentions (and knowledge sharing).
Hence, for both behaviors the sense of personal importance and value
congruence essentially drove the behavioral intentions, as well as the actual
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behavior (evidenced in post hoc studies). A possible conclusion could be that
TPB added little to the model in the present study.
Attitudes were, however, strongly and similarly associated with identified
regulation as regards both behaviors. It is reasonable to suggest that they were
relevant for those who shared knowledge out of a sense of importance and
identification with their work. These expected outcomes might not fully
capture the goals and outcomes that the individuals identify with, but they may
be the closest candidates that this type of a study can identify. While outcome
beliefs did not predict knowledge sharing intentions directly, they have a role
in the model as they inform those who want to understand, what it is that
individuals consider before they engage in knowledge sharing. Importantly,
these outcome beliefs were slightly different for the two behaviors. As regards
knowledge sharing in work meetings they concerned more the quality of the
meeting, whereas they for knowledge sharing in informal personal
interactions related more to the morale and a climate of learning and
reciprocal helping.
Normative pressure from peers and superiors captured in the sharing
norms had a small effect on sharing intentions in informal personal
interactions, whereas the effect was non-significant as regards work meetings.
In an expert organization one’s peers and superiors might not attend the same
meetings as oneself, and it is possible that the normative pressure is more
situational, for instance exerted by dominating individuals in some situations.
No groups of individuals wielding social pressure could be identified in the
elicitation study for either behavior, which may mean that social pressure is
generally more situational in expert organizations, and not easily captured by
subjective sharing norms. There is also a further consideration for future
development of the model. Gagné and Deci (2005) propose that
internalization of a behavior is facilitated when significant others explicitly or
implicitly endorse such a behavior. Hence, on theoretical grounds one could
argue for an association between identified regulation and sharing norms.
Such model modification was not applied in the present study but it is
acknowledged that some normative influence may be present in identified
regulation. This could be explored by future research.
The most conspicuous difference between the models for the two behaviors
was the role of the different psychological needs. The study used a formative
latent factor for need satisfaction, predicted by the separate needs. As regards
knowledge sharing in work meetings, the overall need satisfaction was
essentially predicted by satisfaction of the autonomy and competence needs
(Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016). This seems logical as sharing knowledge in
work meetings requires some degree of confidence in one’s knowledge and
ability to present one’s views. It is quite reasonable that individuals who
experience self-determination and a sense of agency at work, and who have
opportunities to enact their competence at work, engage confidently in work
meetings. This was already evident in Study I, which established that
perceived behavioral control was the most important predictor of knowledge
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sharing in work meetings. Satisfaction of the need for relatedness was in turn
essential for attitudes and identified regulation as regards knowledge sharing
in informal personal interactions (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016).
Considering that informal knowledge sharing is fully voluntary behavior,
directed at benefiting others, it is quite natural that such helpful, otheroriented behavior is performed primarily by those who feel connected and
socially safe.
It is further acknowledged that Gagné’s model also contained a number of
links to various Human Resource Management (HRM) practices and
hypotheses as to how they are associated with the elements of the model. These
were not empirically investigated in the present study. Principles for people
management practices that should govern any HRM practices were identified
based on Study III, and discussed in the related article (Stenius, Haukkala, et
al., 2016). These are also be summarized further down in Implications for
organizations.
To conclude, identified regulation was the most important predictor of
knowledge sharing intentions, and actual knowledge sharing as evidenced in
the post hoc analyses. Attitudes, in the form of outcome beliefs, were strongly
associated with identified regulation, and it was contemplated that a causal
relationship between the two was theoretically justifiable in both directions,
possibly in a cyclical manner. Normative pressure favoring sharing from peers
or superiors had little effect on knowledge sharing intentions, and it was
speculated that social pressure may in expert work, where individuals
collaborate in various combinations, be more situational. The different weight
of the different psychological needs (competence and autonomy for knowledge
sharing in work meetings, and relatedness for knowledge sharing in informal
personal interactions) was explained by the different situational requirements.
Lastly, while the TPB elements added little predictive utility to the model
beyond SDT, the role of attitudes (outcome beliefs) as an information source
was deemed important for organizations. For details, see the original studies.

6.1.4 WHY IS IDENTIFIED REGULATION SO IMPORTANT?
A key finding in this study was that identified regulation was the most
important predictor of all investigated knowledge sharing behaviors.
Furthermore, it was negatively associated with knowledge withholding. While
Studies I-III were more focused on discussing the organizational implications
of the findings, Study IV sought to understand the individual experience, in
light of the findings of that particular study, but also with the benefit of all the
prior studies. This chapter recaptures that discussion, and extends it further.
It is often proposed that identified regulation is important when one is
faced with dull or mundane tasks (Gagné & Deci, 2005), or with effortful
behavior (Burton et al., 2006). When the work lacks intrinsic appeal, or is
challenging beyond being interesting, identification with the goals of the
behavior is needed. The findings in the present study suggest that identified
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regulation is also important for knowledge sharing, which resembles other
extra-role and proactive behaviors. Identified regulation expresses a sense of
importance and value congruence, which aligns well with the underlying
premise of this thesis, namely that an individual engages in a collectively
important but personally costly behavior when it is perceived as meaningful.
Prior research into similar behaviors, such as OCB (Morrison, 1994) and
proactivity (Parker, Williams, & Turner, 2006), has shown that individuals
who define their work roles broadly engage in proactive and extra-role
behaviors. But, what might underlie such a sense of personal importance for
extra-role behaviors and subsequent flexible work role orientation?
In accordance with SDT, the satisfaction of the fundamental needs nurtures
the innate human tendencies to seek growth and collaborate, thereby
facilitating autonomous self-regulation (Ryan & Deci, 2000b), which was also
supported in the present study. Study IV, however, further proposed that
engaging in knowledge sharing may be a way for an individual to generate
meaningfulness at work (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016). This may
be particularly so with entirely voluntary, informal knowledge sharing, which
in essence means that one invests time and effort during the busy workday to
benefit others. Support for this claim was sought and found in the literature.
A comprehensive review on meaningful work by Rosso, Dekas, and
Wrzesniewski (2010) identified contribution as an important way to generate
meaningfulness. It refers to a sense of competence and significance that
emerge when one is doing purposeful work and has an impact, and feels that
one’s actions are conducted in the service of some greater good (Rosso et al.,
2010). Hence, it is a reasonable proposition that sharing knowledge to benefit
others generates meaningfulness through contribution. This aligns with
empirical evidence that has established a connection between contribution
and a general sense of meaningfulness (Martela, Ryan, & Steger, 2016; Shek,
Ma, & Cheung, 1994).
As contemplated in Study IV (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016)
another source of meaningfulness might be self-connection (Rosso et al.,
2010). When helping others is a value, actions that are congruent with such a
value may affirm a wanted identity, and generate a feeling that one’s behavior
matches with whom one wants to be (Rosso et al., 2010; Stenius, Hankonen,
Martela, et al., 2016). It is also possible that knowledge sharing generates
meaningfulness by satisfying the basic psychological needs, in particular the
need for relatedness. When generating value to others, one is bound to feel
connectedess with them (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016). This
concurs with Ryan and Deci (2004), who posit that tendencies toward
autonomy, competence, and relatedness “fuel feelings of significance and
worth”. Furthermore, it is thinkable that positive prior experiences carry on to
future actions that enable re-experiencing them, suggesting that one might
learn that certain behaviors generate meaningfulness. While this has not been
empirically proven, some evidence exists that activating prior need satisfying
memories, such as helping others, generates well-being in the present (Lekes,
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Guilbault, Philippe, & Houle, 2014; Philippe, Koestner, Beaulieu-Pelletier,
Lecours, & Lekes, 2012). It is not unreasonable to propose that congruent
action is also prompted, albeit not yet empirically demonstrated.
Reading too much into identified regulation is obviously speculation, until
empirically proven. It has, however, been stressed throughout the thesis that
some cognitive appraisal of the likely outcomes from sharing is bound to take
place before engaging in a controversial behavior, such as knowledge sharing.
This chapter sought to discuss the individual experience that might in a more
subtle, and perhaps outside a person’s awareness, operate behind a sense of
importance for collectively desirable behaviors. The discussion followed from
the systematic findings in the study, and a desire to explore what they might
mean. There may be a number of other explanations. It is, however, easy to
conclude that much more research that takes the perspective of the individual
is needed, to understand what it is that induces an individual to engage in
knowledge sharing.

6.1.5 WHAT WAS NOT CAPTURED IN THE STUDY?
The model examined in the present study combined two major theories of
human behavior. It explained 41-42% of the variance in both specific
knowledge sharing behaviors investigated, which can be considered rather
high in comparison to most TPB based studies into knowledge sharing
(Chennamaneni et al., 2011), and in particular in a prospective design. The
coefficient of determination obviously reflects the high beta coefficient of
identified regulation. Whereas it is quite reasonable to argue that identified
regulation was an important driver of knowledge sharing, not all of the
variance was explained by the model. What might not have been captured
properly in the present study was the already discussed normative pressure.
As knowledge sharing can in many situations be likened with helping, some
form of an inner moral obligation to help may have been implicated (e.g.
Wasko & Faraj, 2000). Furthermore, the norms governing situational
behavior may in expert work be situationally emerging phenomena, as
opposed to pressure from peers and superiors, as discussed earlier. There may
also be other situational boundaries that were not captured in the study, such
as limited access or lack of shared narratives, as proposed by the social capital
theory discussed in the introduction (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Some
individuals may have had limited opportunities to participate in meetings, or
support others in work-related problems, for instance due to disparate
expertise or limited experience, acute time or other constraints, and so forth.
Also, lacking ability to communicate one’s knowledge, or deficient social skills,
may be a factor affecting knowledge sharing. The present study could not show
differences in knowledge sharing based on demographic data, but there may
be influential demographics not addressed in the study.
Another possible source of variance in knowledge sharing could be
dispositional differences between idividuals. Matzler et al. (2008) showed in
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their study that 27% of the variance in knowledge sharing was explained by
conscientiousness, agreeableness, and openness, each with an equal weight.
This suggests that their may be trait-like differences between individuals as
regards their role orientation, and/or prosocial or proactive tendencies, which
could also in the present study explain some of the unexplained variance. Prior
behavior, which may or may not be associated with these dispositional
tendencies, is often a strong predictor of present behavior (Ajzen, 1991). If
included in the study as an equal predictor, it may subsume a disportionate
share of the variance in behavior, especially under stable conditions, and it
then becomes very difficult to filter out the underlying predictors. While it is
reasonable to think that the same predictors predicted also prior behavior, it
may also independently predict present behavior, resulting for instance from
habituation (Ajzen, 1991; Bamberg, Ajzen, & Schmidt, 2003).

6.2 STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS
The study had both strengths and limitations. Its strengths include the careful
consideration of the measures used, in particular for the dependent variables.
Furthermore, the study was firmly based on established behavioral theories
and it sought to apply them such that the fundamental postulates of the
theories were regarded, and appropriate theory based measures used. This was
particularly important as regards the SDT based scales used for different
motivational regulations so that future findings on the quality of motivation to
share knowledge can be reasonably accumulated. Also, the study applied a
prospective design, which contributes relevantly to the study of knowledge
sharing research which is predominated by studies using cross-sectional
survey data. A further strength of the study was its mixed method execution.
It included both a qualitative and a quantitative study, and it could
demonstrate that the information obtained through the belief elicitation study
was relevant and had predictive utility in the survey study. Furthermore, the
study applied a broad range of sophisticated statistical analyses, including
exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses, analyses establishing
discriminant and convergent validity of the measures, ANOVA and MANOVA,
hierarchical linear regression analyses, and structural equation modeling. The
measures as regards their content validity and reliability, the design of the
study, and the representativeness of the sample are discussed in more detail.

6.2.1 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE MEASURES
All measures in the study were developed based on scales that have been used
before, or as regards the TPB based measures, created using instructions for
the development of such measures (e.g. Francis et al., 2004). The measures for
the two knowledge sharing behaviors were operationalized using the scales of
Yi (2009), as the items were defined so that they met the TACT principle
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reasonably well. Using measures that focus on tangible behaviors is likely to
improve content validity and reduce measurement error. This is an
improvement to how studies into knowledge sharing are commonly
conducted. The present study asked the respondents about specific behaviors
that relate to common organizational situations, and which they are likely to
understand similarly, and to which they are able to respond to with some level
of accuracy (e.g. “I spent time in email communication with others to help
them with their work-related problems”; “I shared experiences that may help
others avoid risks and trouble, through personal conversation”). As has been
discussed before, few studies into knowledge sharing have defined knowledge
sharing as behavioral acts, with any precision. The only distinctions usually
made relate to the types of knowledge shared (Yi, 2009), which might be
difficult for the respondents to relate to, and respond to with any accuracy.
Knowledge shared is not in practice easily, or even relevantly, itemized
according to the knowledge typologies developed. While not perfect, the
approach taken in the present study has the potential to improve the content
validity of knowledge sharing measures, by embedding them in organizational
reality. A limitation is, however, that even in the present study the behaviors
essentially represented behavioral categories.
All measures were self-reports, which is a limitation. As regards knowledge
sharing this is very difficult to resolve. As discussed earlier, it is not knowable
to another person, what one knows, or shares, of what one knows. This is not
overcome by defining knowledge sharing as behavioral acts, and it is a
limitation of all knowledge sharing research. As discussed before, knowledge
typologies are not helpful indicators in this regard as it continues to be up to
the respondent to disclose, what he or she shares. This highlights the obvious
limitation of Study II, which used tacit knowledge sharing as an indicator of
the quality of knowledge sharing. It is questionable whether it is a reasonable
indicator, and the results should therefore be treated with caution. To further
complicate this, the quality of knowledge shared is sometimes measured so
that others judge its usefulness. While this might be a reasonable indicator of
the quality of knowledge shared, it might not accurately reflect the sharer’s
intentions. The sharer may have shared the very best knowledge he or she has,
but it was just not appreciated by others. Hence, great care should be exercised
when drawing conclusions from studies into knowledge sharing, including the
present one. Some comfort as regards self-reported knowledge sharing is
offered by studies into proactivity. Griffin, Neal, and Parker (2007) have
demonstrated that self-reports and reports by others as regards proactive
behaviors correlate (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016). Furthermore,
the present study has also introduced the idea that the quality of motivation to
share, may in the end be the best indicator of the quality of knowledge shared.
It is considered a strength that the attitude construct was formed from the
shared outcome beliefs. This way the construct clearly represented cognitive
appraisals of potential outcomes, thereby distinguishing it clearly from the
motivation construct. This, however, makes the construct context-specific,
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limiting the potential to accumulate findings. Initially the outcome beliefs
contained also negative items, which were, however, omitted as they did not
correlate with knowledge sharing intentions. Their presense in the survey may
have lessened the acquiescent bias. In studies II and III, convergent and
divergent validity of all used measures were assessed and reported (Stenius,
Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016; Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016). As regards
knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions, some lower reliabilities
were accepted. Overall the measures were deemed sufficient for the analyses.
Out of concern for survey length and subsequent respondent fatigue, which in
itself can be a source for measurement error and misclassification problems
(Egleston, Miller, & Meropol, 2011), some measures were abbreviated, most
notably those used for the psychological need satisfaction. Two items were
used for each of the three needs, and in hindsight these measures could have
utilized a more complete scale. Omitting items may narrow the scope of a
concept, and also risk full comparability with other studies using a more
complete scale for the same construct (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016).

6.2.2 CONCERNS AND REMEDIES RELATING TO THE MODELS
Some concern relates to the many similar self-reported psychological
measures. While the measures were selected with care so that they would not
overlap, common source bias is a concern in this type of a study. Asking many
related questions may homogenize the responses, also because the
respondents are congruent with themselves. Most concerning is the TPB
framework in Study I. While the attitude measure was less concerning, one
could argue that there may be overlap among the other two predictors and
knowledge sharing intentions. It is easiest to see in negative light. If one has
responded that some social group exerts pressure against sharing, and that he
or she does not have full control over sharing, it is unlikely that the person then
responds, that he or she intends to engage in knowledge sharing. Also, the
normative pressure may be the reason for the lack of perceived control. This is
obviously a concern for all TPB based studies, and even more so for those, who
measure attitudes with pairs of adjectives. The model by Gagné (2009)
differentiates more between the predictors, also at the item level, and may also
therefore be a superior model to a TPB based one. In Studies III and IV the
model was further improved by the prospective design, which temporally
separates the psychological constructs from the behavior. To fully utilize the
prospective design, Studies III and IV were also conducted without knowledge
sharing intentions, to assess whether the outcome beliefs, identified
regulation, and subjective norms predicted the behavior directly. The models
remained unchanged suggesting that intentions added little value or
information. While the element is theoretically justified, as individuals are
likely to form behavioral intentions, it is unclear when such intentions are
formed and whether they are appropriately captured in a survey like this. They
may simply be a reflection of the prior responses, and for model parsimony
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this element could be removed based on the findings of the present study
(Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016; Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016).
Beyond lessening the common source bias, it is considered a strength that
the present study (Studies III, IV) applied a prospective design. While the
design does not establish causality, the temporal separation of the predictors
from the behavior makes causal claims more reasonable. It must, however, be
pointed out that Studies I and II used cross-sectional data, which is a
weakness, albeit rectified in Studies III and IV.
The model of Gagné (2009) combines a universal theory with a theory that
focuses on specific behaviors, and stresses the role of underlying beliefs. While
the model is interesting in many respects, the TPB part of it is challenging for
research. As pointed out earlier, defining attitudes as shared outcome beliefs
makes more sense in this model than the typical attitude measures using
semantic differential scales. The outcome beliefs, are, however contextspecific, and specific to the organization, and they may be difficult to apply
elsewhere unless the context is very similar. From research perspective,
accumulating findings becomes difficult. The model might, however, highlight
the real organizational reality, where such outcome beliefs may truly be
context-specific. The beauty of TPB is precisely in the shared beliefs as regards
specific behaviors. The salient, shared beliefs may in a very practical way
provide information that reflects the idiosyncratic mix of influences and
everyday concerns that prevail in the particular context and organization
(Stenius et al., 2015). This will be discussed in implications for organizations.

6.2.3 SAMPLE RELATED LIMITATIONS
The present study was conducted in a public sector agency responsible for
large infrastructures. As all of its operations are knowledge-based, and almost
all employees are highly educated experts, it represented an ideal candidate
for the study of knowledge sharing in expert work. The knowledge sharing
behaviors investigated were selected with the organizational representatives
to ensure their relevance, but they represent quite typical knowledge sharing
situations and are probably applicable to most knowledge-based
organizations. While some model elements were specific to this particular
organization limiting the generalizability of the results, it is reasonable to
suggest that the associations between the more universal elements of the
model may well be applicable to other similar work contexts. It is, however, a
limitation that the study was conducted in a single organization. This reflects
the research design that included the elicitation study, and the related initial
uncertainty regarding its feasibility. Nevertheless, it would have greatly
improved the external validity of the findings, had the study comprised of
more organizations.
The response rate at 29.2% was deemed quite modest but not unusual for
organizational studies, and rather common in the study of knowledge sharing
in work organizations. For instance the study by W. S. Chow and Chan (2008)
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had a response rate of 33%, while that by Wasko and Faraj (2005) was 29%,
and that by H.-F. Lin (2007a) 34.4%. The somewhat lackluster participation
in the present study may reflect busy work schedules, on the one hand, and the
frequency of various surveys conducted in the organization, on the other.
Importantly, the contacts at the organization confirmed that the response rate
was in line with what they had expected it to be, and that the demographic
profile in the sample by and large corresponded to that in the organization.
MANOVA further confirmed that there were no differences in the variables
used between the T1 and T2 samples. Few missing responses among those who
had responded suggested an overall good data quality (Stenius et al., 2015).
There is no reason to assume that the sample investigated would not be
representative of the organization. As speculated by Witherspoon et al. (2013),
it is, however, possible that the more cooperative employees respond to these
types of surveys, and they may be the ones who more happily also share their
knowledge. Such potential sampling bias could reduce the external validity of
the present study, albeit this would then be a concern in most other studies as
well. Future research into knowledge sharing and withholding would be wise
to tackle the concern of Witherspoon et al. (2013) specifically.

6.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH
The research community has predominantly approached knowledge sharing
with the emphasis on various types of knowledge (Yi, 2009). In reality the
various forms of knowledge are interdependent and complementary, and best
understood in the context where they take place (McIver et al., 2012). What is
relevant and valuable knowledge sharing reflects situational objectives and
demands. An important observation in the present study was, that preformed
typologies may not represent knowledge relevantly, and it may be difficult for
the respondents to itemize their knowledge sharing along these lines.
Furthermore, knowledge sharing might be more appropriately viewed as a
range of context-embedded behaviors that reflect situational objectives.
Future research could benefit from adopting these ideas.
The most important finding in this study was that identified regulation was
a strong predictor of knowledge sharing, and that this was true for all
knowledge sharing behaviors investigated. It was the best predictor of other
motivational qualities, but also better than attitudes and subjective norms. As
has been discussed earlier, research into the quality of motivation with
knowledge sharing has to date primarily operated with intrinsic and external
regulation (Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016). While intrinsic regulation
has been associated with knowledge sharing in many prior studies (e.g. Hau et
al., 2013; Taylor & Murthy, 2009), the findings in the present study suggest
that it may be less important than identified regulation. Identified regulation
again has rarely even been included in the studies. Using autonomous
motivation (e.g. Foss et al., 2009; Reinholt et al., 2011), which combines
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intrinsic and identified regulations, disguises the unique predictive utility that
each has, and may subsequently disguise the most important reason for
engaging in knowledge sharing. Hence, other researchers of knowledge
sharing are encouraged to investigate motivational quality using the full scale
of regulations, to establish whether the rather important finding of the present
study has more general applicability. To enable accumulation of findings,
researchers should use scales that are consistent with the scales developed in
the SDT research tradition.
Another approach that has been used in other work contexts is one that
investigates what types of motivational profiles individuals have, and how
these may differently predict behavior (e.g. Graves, Cullen, Lester, Ruderman,
& Gentry, 2015; Moran, Diefendorff, Kim, & Liu, 2012). Such an approach
takes into account that an individual’s motivation is a mix, and the
combination of various regulations influences the overall quality of
motivation. While this presents an important future avenue for knowledge
sharing research, understanding the role of different regulations is primary as
it generates information on what drives the behavior. A further
underinvestigated area across all work behaviors is intra-individual
fluctuation of motivation, which presents a very important future research
avenue. In light of the present findings it would be informative to understand,
what triggers a change in the optimal regulation, for instance whether and how
an external incident (e.g. dominating participants at work meetings) may
lessen identified and strengthen introjected regulation in the particular
situation.
The role of identified regulation may have wider applicability in the work
context beyond knowledge sharing. It has often been suggested that the sense
of importance is particularly important when one is faced with dull tasks,
whereas complex work more naturally awakens interest and fuels intrinsic
regulation (Gagné & Deci, 2005). While this may be so, in reality all work tends
to contain tasks with differing appeal, and even interesting work is rarely
interesting all the time (Stenius, Hankonen, Ravaja, et al., 2016). Also, if all of
one’s work is complex and cognitively demanding, as expert work often is, the
intrinsic appeal may not be enough. What such work requires is stamina and
commitment. As Burton et al. (2006) suggests, the sense of importance fuels
persistence and facilitates orientation toward longer terms goals, which
suggests that identified regulation may be important for a wide range of work
behaviors, in particular in knowledge-based work. This suggests more
research differentiating between the different motivational qualities in
knowledge-based organizations. Because of its critical role and controversial
nature, knowledge sharing continues to be an interesting target behavior to
study, and it may even be indicative of a more general motivation to engage in
knowledge-based work.
The finding of the present study stressing the role of identified regulation
for knowledge sharing prompted an exploration of why that might be. It was
proposed that knowledge sharing may have a capacity to generate
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meaningfulness for an individual at work, which would explain why an
individual encaptures extra-role behaviors in the work role. It was even
speculated that this may happen through learning; that prior positive
experiences fuel such behavior. Empirical evidence is needed to support these
claims, and to examine which mechanisms might be implicated. Such research
would have the potential to substantially deepen the understanding of
identified regulation and why it might drive certain critical, collectively
beneficial behaviors at work.
The present study also introduced the belief elicitation studies to
knowledge sharing research. A belief elicitation study can potentially be an
effective way to identify the most salient outcome beliefs and barriers that
prevail in a particular context, toward a particular behavior. In the present
study such beliefs were found informative for and influential on knowledge
sharing. This should encourage future research to use the method.
Establishing whether beliefs elicited from a small group of employees are
generally applicable and predictive of behaviors in the larger organization
would be valuable. This would require substantial empirical evidence. In other
fields, such as the health psychology, such studies are regularly conducted by
researchers using TPB.
In Study IV (Stenius, Hankonen, Martela, et al., 2016) knowledge sharing
was taken out of the context of knowledge management research, and likened
with other organizational behaviors that share similarity with it, such as
organizational citizenship behavior (e.g. Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Paine, &
Bachrach, 2000), and proactivie organizational behavior (e.g. Parker, Bindl, &
Strauss, 2010). It could benefit the research into individual knowledge sharing
if it were more closely woven into organizational research and psychology.

6.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONS
As the present study evidenced, a belief elicitation concerning critical
knowledge sharing behaviors can generate information about the most salient
shared beliefs that prevail in the particular organization and context toward a
behavior. Once identified they can be influenced. Problems can also be
detected and fixed. For instance, the present study identified a range of
barriers to knowledge sharing in work meetings, one of which (dominating
individuals) influenced sharing intentions by undermining the most
important predictor of knowledge sharing, namely the perceived behavioral
control. This is informative for those in charge of management training. Other
barriers were also detected and even if the present study could not establish a
correlation with knowledge sharing, there was a broad consensus among the
respondents that these were indeed barriers. Furthermore, the present study
provided early evidence that the elicited outcome beliefs had predictive utility
in the organization wide survey (Stenius et al., 2015). With more evidence of
such predictive utility, the survey might not always be needed as the elicitation
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study could alone generate reasonably accurate information for the
organization to act upon. An elicitation study could thus present an easy
management tool as it only needs a sample of 20-25 individuals.
Identified regulation was the most important predictor of knowledge
sharing intentions and behavior. There are several ways to induce or
strengthen the sense of identification with one’s work. In accordance with
SDT, the most obvious way is caring for the fundamental psychological needs
of competence, autonomy, and relatedness. Need satisfaction can be
supported for instance by developing people management practices such that
the individual employees can feel effective, have enough choice and selfdetermination, and feel socially safe. Research (e.g. Deci, Eghrari, Patrick, &
Leone, 1994) also suggests that adopting an autonomy-supportive
management style facilitates internalization of the behavioral goals. It implies
acknowledgement of feelings, and a provision of choice and a rationale. Once
again, the belief elicitation could be a way of generating relevant information
about the prevailing beliefs, fuel participation, and help managers
communicate with the employees about the detected issues.
As discussed in Study III, the approach adopted in the present study to
HRM practices that might fuel knowledge sharing concurs with the idea of an
underpinning layer of common HRM principles by Boxall and Purcell (2011).
Rather than attempting to identify, how certain HRM practices might affect
knowledge sharing, all HRM practices should be developed with the same
behavioral principles in mind (Stenius, Haukkala, et al., 2016).

6.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
It became increasingly clear during this study that the investigated behavior,
knowledge sharing, is not only a controversial one but one that presents
genuine challenges for the researchers. To advance the research in knowledge
sharing, it is important to understand and accept that knowing is personal, as
Polanyi (1962) proposed, and knowledge sharing discretionary behavior. It
cannot be reliably measured, nor its quality assessed, unless the sharer is
willing to disclose this information. It is also context-embedded behavior that
serves situational objectives. Hence, the best way to understand individual
knowledge sharing may be by stepping into the shoes of the sharer.
Knowledge sharing is discretionary but reasoned action, and individuals
are reasonable actors (Ajzen, 1991). The study consistently suggested that
fueling a sense of personal importance, and caring for the basic psychological
needs of the sharers, combined with reasonable outcome expectations, may be
the key to fostering meaningful knowledge sharing. If one accepts that people
are the true agents of a business (Sveiby, 2001), which seems accurate as
regards crucial knowledge processes, it is also reasonable to propose that
managing knowledge is best accomplished by managing people, preferably by
adopting an autonomy supportive management style.
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Discussion

APPENDIX 1.

Measures used for the main variables
Dependent variables
Knowledge sharing in work meetings (adapted from Yi, 2009)
x I expressed ideas and thoughts/views in work meetings.
x I participated fully in idea generation in work meetings.
x I proposed solutions to problems in work meetings.
x I asked questions to elicit others’ thinking and discussion in work meetings.
Knowledge sharing informal personal interactions (adapted from Yi, 2009)
x I kept others updated on important organizational information through personal
conversation.
x I shared excitement over specific matters with others through personal
conversations.
x I spent time in personal conversations (e.g., discussion in hallway, over lunch,
through telephone) with others to help them with work-related problems.
x I spent time in email communication (or online discussions) with others to help
them with their work-related problems.
x I shared experiences that may help others avoid risks and trouble, through
personal conversation.

Predictor variables
Attitudes toward knowledge sharing (elicited outcome beliefs)
Relating to Knowledge sharing in work meetings
What are the advantages of active knowledge sharing in work meetings?
x New perspectives are brought to the issues at hand
x I inspire others and the interaction increases
x I foster knowledge diffusion
x I activate others and the quality of process improves
Relating to knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions
What are the advantages of knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions?
x I foster good morale and working atmosphere.
x Work goes smoothly and we make progress.
x I also get help and knowledge when I need it.
x I usually learn something new, too.
Subjective norms (based on Francis & al., 2004)
Relating to Knowledge sharing in work meetings
x My superiors think I should engage in knowledge sharing in work meetings.
x My colleagues think I should engage in knowledge sharing in work meetings.
x My colleagues engage in active knowledge sharing in work meetings.
Relating to Knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions
x My superiors think it is important I engage in knowledge sharing in informal
personal interactions.
x My colleagues engage in knowledge sharing in informal personal interactions.
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Perceived behavioral control
Relating to both behaviors
Self-efficacy and control beliefs (based on Francis et al., 2004)
x Engaging in knowledge sharing (in work meetings/informal interactions) is easy
for me.
x I can engage in knowledge sharing (in work meetings/informal interactions)
whenever I want to.
x My knowledge sharing (in work meetings) is primarily influenced by things that I
myself cannot influence. (R)
Knowledge self-efficacy (adapted from Kalman, 1999)
x I am confident in my ability to provide knowledge that others in the organization
consider valuable.
x I have the expertise required to provide valuable knowledge for my organization.
x It makes little difference whether I share my knowledge with others. (R)
SDT-based quality of motivation (adapted from SRQ-E, format by Ryan &
Connell, 1989)
Why do I share knowledge in work meetings?/
Why do I share knowledge in informal personal interactions?
Because…
x Intrinsic motivation (3): it brings me joy; it’s fun; I enjoy it.
x Identified (3): it is an important part of my work; it is personally satisfying;
it is a value for me to do my work properly/it is a value for me to help others.
x Introjected (3): I feel social pressure to do so; I would feel guilty if I did not;
I would feel I did wrong if I did not.
x External (3): I want others to think that I am competent; I want to give an
impression of myself as an active knowledge sharer/I want to give an impression
of myself as helpful; it might advance my career.
Psychological need satisfaction (adapted from Basic Psychological Needs
Scale, used e.g. in Deci et al., 2001)
x Relatedness (2): I really like the people I work with; People at work are pretty
friendly towards me.
x Competence (2): I have been able to learn interesting new skills on my job; I am
able to use my knowledge and skills in many ways.
x Autonomy (2): I can take a lot of independent decisions at my work; I have a lot of
say as regards my own work.
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